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Kiawah Island gives idea
of how the other half lives

Rose's return to Reds
excites team owners, fans

See Garrotrs Galley, page 3

World premiere movie
opens in western Kentucky

See story on page 8

See story on page 2
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Mondale takes campaign to Ky. state fair
Speech focuses on
farming problems
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Democratic
presidential candidate Walter F. Mondale
describes himself as a former "farm kid" who
still knows how to talk turkey with today's
farmers.
He got a chance Wednesday to talk about his
own past growing up in Minnesota and the future
of tomorrow's farmers during a noontime rally
at the Kentucky State Fair.
"We're going to see if America will support a
president who has turned his back on rural
America," Mondale told over 2,000 people who
came to hear his speech.
The Democratic candidate said he was going
to turn agriculture into a major issue in this campaign and blamed President Ronald Reagan's
large budget deficits for hurting both the farm-

Quaker Oats
president to
give speech
at banquet
Frank Morgan, president and
chief operating officer for the
Quaker Oats Co., will be the
keynote speaker for this year's
Industry Appreciation Dinner.
Over 70 industries from the
Purchase Area will be honored
at the dinner Sept. 6 at the Executive Inn Riverfront,
Paducah.
Companies to be recognized

ing and the mining communities in Kentucky.
Mondale — dressed in a dark suit — may not
have looked like a farm kid, but he still found
time to visit the animals before he talked to his
supporters.
Some of the prize-winning livestock had been
rounded up for his inspectfon, and Mondale told
one proud youngster that he was once a 4-H
member in his native Minnesota.
While posing outside the pen of one prize
porker, he patted the animal and said, "Hi pal.
I'm running for president."
The announcement did little to arouse the hog,
which continued to lie on its side.
"This pig is not responding to the issues,"
Mondale laughed.
While Mondale was talking to the owner of a
champion sheep, the animal let out a loud "baa."
"That's one of the better speeches I've heard,
" Mondale quipped.
Mondale had a more stirring effect on the
humans who came to see him during his hourlong stop at the fair.

from Calloway County include
Fisher-Price Toys, Vanderbilt
Chemicals, Ryan Milk Co.,
Sager Glove Co., Hutson
Chemical Co., Kenlake Foods,
York Spring Co., Murray
Fabrics, Southeast Book Co. and
Briggs and Stratton.
The dinner will be at 7 p.m.,
preceeded by a reception at 6
p.m. Tickets are $10 each and
can be purchased from any
Chamber of Commerce office or
from the Purchase Area
Development District in
Mayfield.
Morgan will be representing
Fisher-Price Toys of Murray at
the dinner. Fisher-Price has
been selected as the featured
industry.
Fisher-Price has been located
in Murray for 11 years. The company employees approximately
825 persons and has an annual
payroll of more than 810.5
million.
The dinner is sponsored by the
Industrial Development Task
Force to recognize companies
throughout the region who have
made contributions to their local
community and the economic
growth of the eight-county
region as a whole.
The 22-member task force
represents a cross section of
public and private interests
working closely with elected officials, chambers of commerce,
industrial authorities ane
foundations.
Members of the task force
representing Calloway County
are Walt Apperson, Ted Vaughn
and Steve Zea.

Murray High School will be honored
in ceremonies at Washington, D.C.
Murray High School will be
one of 202 schools from across
the U.S. honored by President
Reagan and education secretary
T. H. Bell in Washington. D.C.,
• —Aug, 27.
MHS. as one of 114 high
schools and 88 junior highs
recognized by the Department
of Education for its outstanding
program, will be honored in a
day-long series of activities that
features an awards ceremony.
Bill Wells, MHS principal, will
be one of three Murray
representatives to attend the
event. Board Chairman Melissa
Easley and Superintendent

Robert Glin Jeffrey have also
been invited to attend.
Counselor Wanda Gough and
Curriculum Director Doralyn
Lanier will accompany the
group.
The theme of the honors
ceremony is "America Can Do
It," an affirmation of the report
of the National Commission on
Excellence in Education.
The day will feature a
breakfast at the Hubert H. Humphrey Building, a luncheon and
address by Bell at the J.W. Marriott Hotel, the awards
ceremony, and a reception at
the Corcoran Gallery of Art.

Fire-Rescue Squad still all-volunteer
Although the Callaway County
Fire-Rescue Squad will be supported by fire protection tax
districts beginning in January,
and was referred to as a "paid
corporation" In an article
Wednesday,it will continue to be
an all -volunteer squad,
members say.
The squad will begin collecting tax funds in January, said
board director and treasurer
David Amburgey In the meantime, the squad continue, to depend upon contributions to support it, he said
Amburgey thanked the com-

(Cont'd on page 2)

munity for its contributions
following a recent appeal. A
total of 21,060.52 was raised from
14 donations. However, the
squad's expenses for the month
of 21,019.98 consumed most of
the donations, and more are
needed for the rest of the year,
Amburgey strelesech'Xis or Tuesday. the squad's fund balance
was $1,800, he said.
The Fiscal Court voted Tues.'
day to separate the rescue unit
from the squad and place it
under Disaster and Emergency
Services administration, effective Jan. I.

Visit helps to unify.
divided state Dems
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Walter F. Mondale's brief visit to Kentucky did wonders for
unity among Democrats in the state.
As late as Wednesday morning, there was
bickering and grumbling about who had been invited to a planned "unity meeting" after the
presidential contender's speech at the Kentucky
State Fairgrounds.
Some supporters of the Rev. Jesse Jackson
even said they would not attend because they
weren't invited until the last minute.
But representatives from every faction in the
state were at the meeting and they emerged
unanimous in their support of the Democratic
ticket and good feelings toward one another.
It was a remarkable turnaround from the bitterness tht was left over after the primary cam-

paign here when Jackson and Sen. Gary Hart
supporters were upset with Mondale backers and
the party heirarchy, especially Gov. Martha
Layne Collins and state chairman Eddie
Coleman.
"His tone was that he needed -everybody to
win," state Sen. Georgia Powers said after the
meeting in a Louisville hotel..
Mrs. Powers was among the most upset prior
to the meeting, but she emerged as a dedicated
Mondale supporter.
"I will be working with them to whatever extent they want me to," she said.
One reason for the new-found unity is a realization that Kentucky can go either way this fall.
Mrs. Collins said.
"They think Kentucky is important." Mrs. Collins said, adding that Mondale and vice presidential nominee Geraldine Ferraro will visit the
state several times before the election.
Kentucky, which went for President Reagan
by a slim margin in 1980, is considered up for
grabs this year.
(Cont'd on page 2)

Elvis fans
carry candles
by grave site
MEMPHIS, Term. (AP) — As
Elvis Presley tapes played in
the background, 5,000 fans carrying candles filed solemnly
past his grave today on the
seventh anniversary of his death
to show "respect for the love he
gave us."
"For me, it's been almost 22
years that I'm in love with Elvis,
even in death," said MarieElizabeth Izzo, a fan from St.
Tropez, France.
As police blocked off a section
of the four-lane Elvis Presley
Boulevard, a brief memorial
service was held at 11 p.m.
Wednesday before the faithful
marched a quarter-mile up the
circular driveway of Graceland,
Presley's former home, to view
his grave.
"We want to say to the world
that Elvis is alive in our
memory," said Ken Brixey,
marketing manager for the

FALL TRIMMING BEGINS — A Murray Electric System
crew, Marty Guthrie (on ground) and Glenn Joiner, is beginning
the annual fall tree trimming. The men are working along Poplar
Street disposing of limbs and branches threatening high voltage
lines.
Staff photo b) Jmnle Gordon

City out of directories
No more copies of the Johnson
City Directory for Murray and
Calloway County are available,
but another directory with more
editions is scheduled to come out
•
this fall.
The six designated pick-up
points for the free directory,
which lists personal and occupational information as well as
phone numbers and addresses,
were all out of the directory as of
early this week or before. They
have been receiving numerous
phone calls the last two days requesting the directory, and
many residents have been irked
that no more are available, according to personnel at the
designated businesses.
Only 3,000 copies of the directory were printed this year and
were left at distribution points,
whereas in 1982 they were mail'

ed directly to households, explained Steve Zea, executive
vice president of the Chamber of
Commerce. Put out by the
Johnson Publishing Co of
Loveland, Colo., the directory is
not under franchise but is a
business venture independent of
city control, Zea said.
-The chamber doesn't dictate,
nor does the city dictate, who
does it or how many they
publish," Zea said.
Zea said he contacted the company and was told no further editions are planned.
The D.J. Schindler Publishing
Co of Gilbertsvilla is compiling
another directory to be
distributed this fall. Every county household will be mailed a
copy, according to the company.
Advertising accounts for the
directory are currently being
solicited.

company that handles public
tours of Graceland and who led
the memorial service.
Ever since "The King" died
on Aug. 16, 1977. the faithful
have made annual pilgrimages
to his former palatial residence.
Pat Sargent of Cardova. Ala.,
and her sister. Ann Kimbrell of
Jasper, Ala, waited to place a

Elvis Presley
single red rose on Presley's
grave.
They wore custom-made
black T-shirts with a gold sequined portrait of Presley on the
front and the name "Elvis" in
elaborate script on the back.
"We come here every year,"
Mrs. Sargent said. "We all love
him. We don't believe all that
junk they wrote about him in the
papers."
Asked what "junk" she
meant, she said, "The dope."
The Shelby County medical
examiner said Presley died of
heart disease, but widespread
reports said he abused drugs
As the fans passed through
Graceland's gates, they touched
their candles to a torch set afire
by the "eternal flame" that
burns at his grave.

Higdon on new panel
for veterans' affairs
State • Sen. Greg Higdon, 1)Fancy Farm, has recently been
appointed to a new Subcommittee on Veterans' Affairs
established by the Legislative
Research Commission to study
issues of concern to armed forces veterans in Kentucky.
The subcommittee was formed as a result of House Resolution 104, which was passed in the
waning days of the 1984 General
Assembly. A special subcommittee to study the problems of
Vietnam veterans last interim
asked the LRC to establish a
permanent subcommittee on
veterans' affairs

'subcommittee has
scheduled its first meeting for
Sept. 14 in Frankfort. Veterans
groups from around the state —
along with National Guard and
Reserves spokesmen — will be
invited to attend this organizational meeting.
Higdon is a member of the Interim . Joint Committees on
Agriculture and Natural
Resources, Banking and Insurance, Health and Welfare,
and is chairman of the Capital
Construction and Equipment
Purchase Oversight
Subcommittee. _
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to 10 miles an hour, the National Weather Service said
Tonight will be mostly clear
with lows in the mid to upper
608 and light winds. Tomorrow will be mostly sunny with
highs again in the upper 80s
and north winds 5 to 10 miles
an hour, forecasters said.
It will be mostly sunny and
very warm, with highs in the
upper 808 and north winds, 5

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
..... 357.0
Barkley Lake •
357.0

MISS
VOUS PAPIER,
Subscribers who have not
home-delivered
copy of•Jhe Murray Ledger &
Times by 5.30 p.m Monday
Friday or by 3.30 p m Saturd9y
ore urged to call 733.1916 bet
wen 3:30 p.m. and 6 p.m..
Monday through Friday. or
3:30 p.m and 4 p.m. Saturdays.
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Fair events

— Leathercraft
5-9 p.m
demonstrations. Hobby Department, East Hall
7 p.m. — The Four Kinsmen
presented by It J Reynolds).
East Hall Stage
7:30 p.m. — World Championship Horse Show. Freedom Hall

10 a.m — Kentuckian& dance
schools Newmarket Hall
10 a.m. — Dahlia show fall
day. Plants and Flowers Area,
East Hall.
11:45 a.m — Fischer food products demonstrations.
Agriculture Hall.
Noon — Kentucky Egg Council
demonstrations. Agriculture
Hall.
12:30 p.m. — World Championship Horse Show. Freedom
Hall. Free
1 p.m. — 4-H state
horticulture-judging contest.
Cloverville, East Wing.
1-5 p.m. — Handmade flowers
demonstrations. Hobby Depart-

ment. East Hall.
2 p.m. — The Four Kinsmen
(presented by R.J Reynolds).
East Hall Stage.
2 p.m. — Finals in the roostercrowing contest. Pavilion.
II p.m. — Kentucky Dairy Goat
Club Auction. Newmarket Hall
3 p.m. — Youth Talent Contest. final, 5'la1 Hall Stage.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. I AP ) —Here
is the schedule of events for the
Kentucky State Fair at the Fair
and Exposition Center here
FrIday. Aug. 17
8 p.m — Soul Show, featuring
9 a.m. — Open beef cattle
Deniece Williams and the Detile.
The funeral for Mrs. Minnie
Mrs. Lesby Marine Bass, 77,
4 p.m. — Kentucky country
judging (Polled Hereford)
Stadium Free.
M Clark is today at 2 p.m. in the
Rt. 1, Murray, Coldwater comham good demonstrations.
Broadbent Arena.
8 p.m. — The Four Kinsmen
chapel of the Max Churchill
munity, died Wednesday at
Agriculture Hall.
9 a.m. — 4-H tractor operators (presented by R.J. Reynolds)
Funeral Home.
11:40 a.m at her home. Her
contest. Inside Gate 4.
East Hall Stage.
6 p.m. — The Four Kinsmen
death followed an extended
10 a.m. — Beef cattle judging
Saturday, Aug. 18
Reed Bennett is officiating
(presented by R.J. Reynolds).
Illness.
(Angus r . Broadbent Arena.
• 10 a m.-1 p.m. — Youth Talent
The song service is by singers
East Hall.
The deceved was a member
10 a.m. — Dahlia show. Plants
Contest, rehearsal for finals.
from the Hickory Grove Church
8 p.m. — World Championship
of the Coldwater Baptist
and Flowers Area, East Hall.
East Hall.
of Christ with Dan Wyatt as
Horse Show. Freedom Hall. $6.
Church
10 a.m-7 p.m. — Kentuckiana
leader
Born Sept 17. 1906, in
dance schools. Newmarket Hall.
Pallbearers are Relmon
Calloway County, she was the
.10 a.m. — Youth Talent ConWilson, Danny Ross, Norman
daughter of the late Robert B.
Republican Jefferson County Judge-Executive
test, semi-finals. East Hall
Bennett, Jack Glover, Wayne
Marine and Louella Dale Tucker
Mitch McConnell in the fall.
Stage.
Parker and Gene Paul
Marine.
Chris Perkins, who is expected to be
10 a.m. and 2 p.m. — RoosterSammons
••• ••
She is survived by her husnominated Friday to run for the 7th District Concrowing contest. Pavilion.
Burial will follow in the Murband. James Huston Bass, to
gressional seat vacated by the death of his
11:45 a.m. — Fischer food prowhom she was married on Dec. ray City Cemetery.
father. said he had been a Mondale supporter
ducts demonstrations.
Mrs. Clark, 90, Fern Terrace
24, 1928; a brother-in-law, Mel
from the beginning.
Agriculture Hall.
Lodge, died Tuesday at 3 p.m. at
Bass. Flint. Mich.; six sisters"I'll work with them any way that they want
Noon-4 p.m. — Kentucky Egg
in-law and several nieces and the West View Nursing Home.
me to," he said. "I would hope they would listen
Council food demonstration.
Her husband, Ebb Clark, died
nephews.
by our suggestions."
Agriculture hall.
(Coned from page 1)
April 11, 1968.
Graveside services will be
Among those suggestions was that the national
12:30 p.m. — World ChamFriday at 11 a.m. at the Tucker
ticket not forget about rural areas of the state, an
After receiving assurances that Jackson suppionship Horse Show. Freedom
Survivors
are
one
daughter,
Cemetery near Kirksey. Bob
porters will be included in the campaign strucidea that was seconded by Mrs. Collins.
Hall. Free.
Miss Lucille Clark, and one son,
Haley will officiate.
ture, Mrs. Powers said the national ticket and all
Perkins said the Appalachian region "is ripe
2 p.m. — Open beef cattle
J.W.
Clark,
both
of
Fern
TerIn charge of arrangements is
for,the picking" for Democrats this fall.
Democratic candidate in Kentucky can expect
judging (Santa Gertrudis.
race
Lodge;
several
nieces
and
the Max Churchill Funeral
support from the Jackson forces.
Jerry Hammond, the 6th District candidate,
Chianina). Broadbent Arena.
nephews including Norman BenHome where friends may call
and W. Patrick Mulloy II, the 4th District can"We're going to do all that we can do to help
2 p.m. — The Four Kinsmen
nett
and
wife,
Irene,
Rt.
1,
Almo.
after 5 p.m. today (Thursday).
him win," she said.
didate, were also among the four dozen or so par(presented by R.J. Reynolds).
ty faithful who attended the unity meeting.
The Mondale forces made several gestures to
East Hall Stage.
black voters. including having Mrs. Powers and
3-6 p.m. - State Fair Orchestra
Bill Wilson, president of the Louisville Board of
Tea Dance. East Hall Stage.
Aldermen, on the platform during the can4 p.m. — Kentucky country
didate's speech at the Kentucky State
ham food demonstrations.
Fairgrounds.
Agriculture Hall.
Mrs. Collins said, the meeting was called to
assure that "everybody is involved" in the fall
(Coned from page 1)
presidential campaign.
Her own role in the campaign is not so clear.
Dr. Lewis (Tripp( Drake, III,
"Walter Mondale has come to hear for himself
"I'm obviously going to do my share," Mrs.
an obstetrician, gynecologist
what the people expect of the next president,"
A
one-vehicle
accident
Collins
said.
and native Murrayan, has joined
Gov. Martha Layne Collins told the crowd.
Wednesday afternoon has
But Mrs. Collins would not say whether she
the medical staff at the Murray.
Mrs. Collins said it was fitting that Mondale
resulted
in
the
hospitalization
of
would
take
a
position
or
title in either the state or
Calloway County Hospital.
visit the Kentucky fair.
two Murray individuals.
national
Mondale
campaign.
He will be associated with
"Our people live closer to the land than most,"
According to a report filed by
No structure was announced for the Kentucky
Drs. Conrad H. Jones, Gene
Mrs. Collins said. "Walter Mondale can see the
the Calloway County Sheriff's
campaign
staff,
nor
were there any people apCook and Thomas L. Green at
outstanding job of farmers despite-the handicaps
Department, a vehicle, driven
pointed to the posts of chairman or director.
the Murray Woman's Clinic with
of President Reagan's policies."
by a juvenile, was traveling east
Mrs.
Powers
made
it clear she would accept a
offices at 305 South 8th Street.
The governor recalled that Mondale had spent
on Poor Farm Road near the
post if one is offered.
two years serving at Fort Knox. "He's one of
A 1961 graduate of Murray
Penny Road intersection, when
Among those attending the unity meeting were
us." she said. "He understands what concerns
High School, Dr. Drake is the
it apparently ran off the roada variety of Democratic candidates for national
Kentucky in 1984."
son of Mrs. Robert 0. Miller and
way,
back
then
on
came
the
office.
Dr. Lewis Drake
Many of those who were waiting for the
the late Maj. Lewis Drake, Jr.,
roadway and crossed to the opSen. Walter "Dee" Huddleston said he didn't
Democratic candidate had their own concerns
of Ripley, Tenn., who lost his life
posite side, striking a utility
expect that his campaign staff will get too Involvthey wanted to express, but Mondale spoke mostduring World War II while flying
pole.
ed with the presidential race.
ly about how they cared for their animals and
with the U.S. Air Force in the
medicine. He then earned his
Injured in the accident was a
"I always feel like I ought to pretty much run
how they had fared in competition.
China-Burma-India theater.
medical degree at the Universipassenger, Jerry Wayne Miller,
my own campaign," said Huddleston, who faces
Kevin Gardner, 17, of Cave City, said he
ty of Kentucky in 1980.
After attending Murray State
42, Apt. No. 1, 502 Elm. Miller
wanted to tell Mondale to give the farmer a
For the past four years, he has
University, he enrolled at the
was admitted to Murray
chance.
been serving his residency at the
University of Kentucky and
Calloway County Hospital where
"We need all the help we can get," said Gard.
Albert B. Chandler Medical
earned a degree in chemical
he was listed today in stable conner, who had the supreme grand champion hog.
Center in Lexington.
engineering.
dition in the intensive care unit.
NEW YORK (AP) —
didn't know what hapAlbert Parsley, of Cave City, wanted Mondale
Dr. Drake is married to the
He was with the Ashland Oil
Miller has been charged with "It was the end of the
pened. It was very
to know that his prize mules, Ador and Queen.
former Barbara Fichera of
Company and Penwalt
allowing an unlicensed driver to world," a bleeding vic- fast."
would be available to ride in the inaugural
Philadelphia, Pa. They have two
Chemical Company for several
operate a motor vehicle, a tim said after a conWith blood on his face
parade next January.
daughters, Patricia, 17, and
years before returning to Murmisdemeanor.
struction scaffold load- and an ice pack in his
He also wanted to tell Mondale about the proMelissa, 15. They are making
ray State to earn a bachelor of
The juvenile was listed in
ed with revelers collaps- hand, Thomas stayed to
blems facing farmers, especially the dangers to
their home at 809 Olive Street in
science degree in biology in
stable condition at Murray ed, injuring 101 people
watch the parade. "The
the tobacco price support system.
Murray.
preparation for a career in
Calloway County Hospital.
as heavy plywood sheets doctors said I have to go
"I'd like for him to support it (the tobacco proand bodies toppled onto to the hospital, but I
gram)," Parsley said. "If they cut it out, we're
spectators at a ftker don't want to miss this,"
going to starve to death."
tape parade for U.S. he said.
Olympic athletes.
Just moments after
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP )
Theater owner Jack native Tom Rickman, /etartha Plimpton.
the 221 Olympians
— A movie filmed here Keller said the details of the movie stars Tommy Shawn Smith, a
began marching at noon
will also make its world the premiere have not Lee Jones as an ex- Paducah resident, also
Wednesday, the platpremiere at one of the been announced yet by convict on a river has a major role and is
form designed to protect
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT
city's downtown Paramount, but it will adventure to find money now in Los Angeles
INVESTMENTS
pedestrians from falling
theaters, says a state be an invitation-only from a burglary. shooting some final
Rickman won an Oscar scenes, said his mother, debris at a building
film office audience.
renovation site gave
representative.
"We will do nomination for his Gerri Smith.
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Mondale's visit to fair
deemed smooth...

Drake to join
medical staff
at local clinic

Mondale pets hogs
and visits people...

Man injured, charged

Bleachers fall at ticker tape parade

Movie shot in western Kentucky to premiere
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garrott's galley

OPEC is down
but hardly out

PAGE 3

by m.c. garrott

Kiawah Island gives an old country boy
a good idea of how 'the other half lives'

Perhaps Americans can safely permit
themselves a few smug chuckles at the trouble
plaguing OPEC, considering all of the trauma
that the oil producers' cartel has inflicted on this
petroleum -dependent nation over the past
decade. But let's not get carried away. we may
not have the last laugh.
The price-fixing plan of the Organization of
Petroleum Exporting Countries has come largely unglued as a re 11 of the recession-induced oil
glut worldwide, Aelding to OPEC's problem now
Is the announcement of a non-member, the
Soviet Union, that it is ctiting its oil-export price
by $1.50 a barrel. Surely that will contribute to
the petroleum-cost slide, which has brought
gasoline prices in the United States to their
lowest level in five years.
Now, if Americans can avoid falling back into
fuel-wasting habits, buying needlessly powerful
gas-guzzlers, and if industry remembers the
energy-is-money lesson of the past decade,
perhaps the OPEC monster can be kept at bay
That would permit time for continued orderly
transition away from an oil-based economy.
That transition is essential. Petroleum, as a
finite resource, will not last indefinitely. If
Americans forget that fact of life, the petroleum
producers will get the last laugh after all.

I long have felt that Barkley
State Park with its lodge, golf
course, marina and other facilities
was one of America's best kept
secrets.
Last week, I came across
another. I was privileged to see and
visit Kiawah Island, one of South
Carolina's island resorts some 30
miles south of historic Charleston.
It simply is a beautiful place in
which the natural beauty and
serenity of the sea islands is
emphasized.
Cathryn, Jeff and I spent a week
there with daughter Kay and her
family. If I was a Murray State student and in Sue Brown's English
102 and given the proverbial
beginning-of-school essay assignment of "What I Did on My Vacation," today's column and the one
next Tuesday would have to be
what I would write. For, Kiawah
Island gives an old country boy a
pretty good idea how "the other
half lives."
• • •
Kiawah — pronounced "kee-ahwah" — is named after the Kiawah
Indians, who first came to hunt and
fish the 10,000-acre island sanctuary some 4,000 years ago. Today,
it is one of several islands along the
Carolina coast which either have
been or are being developed into
sprawling resort communities with
Sun-bathed beaches, posh accommodations and manicured landscapes and golf courses.
Each resort, so they say, is
characterized by a concept called
the "planned unit development" in
which hundreds, and sometimes
thousands, of acres are purchased
by one developer, who prepares a
comprehensive set of land restrictions and architectual guidelines
that give each resort its stamp of
identity.
At Kiawah, for example,
developers spent about 18 months

looking back
Ten years ago
The Murray-Calloway County Hospital Board
approved a Master Plan for the hospital development which includes plans in the immediate
future for a net gain of 53 beds at its meeting
yesterday .
Dr. James H. Frank, a professor of recreation
and physical education at Murray State University, will be master of ceremonies for the Ballard
County Bicentennial Celebration at Barlow on
Aug. 31.
Births reported include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Danny Allen McCuiston, Aug. 11, and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Freed Tucker, Jr., and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Dale Sykes, both on Aug. 12.
Priscilla Bradshaw and Stephen Coleman Garrott were married Aug. 3 in Cottonwood, Ala.
Pam Stafford and Steve Harper were
presented scholarships by the Murray Civitan
Club.
Twenty years ago
A small but disastrous fire hit Ed's Food
Market the night of Aug. 14. Extensive damage
was reported to the interior of the store at 16th
and Main Streets.
"Earl Littleton taking it easy yesterday under
an umbrella as rain continued during the
sidewalk sale," from column, "Seen & Heard
Around Murray" by James C. Williams.
Recent births reported at the Murray Hospital
include twins, a boy and girl, to Mr. and Mrs.
T.L. Underwood and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Stanley tharpe.
Miss Janice Rose Peery, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. W.E. Peery. and Bobby Taylor, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Alfred Taylor, were married July 12.
Dr. Chad Stewart, Rex Alexander and Mrs.
Tom Rowlett have been invited by Gov. Edward
Breathitt to attend the Governor's Conference on
Physical Fitness on Aug. 17 at the Kentucky
Hotel, Louisville.
Thirty years ago
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Wavel Pritchett of
Dexter burned the night of Aug. 14.
Cpl. John Morgan, son of Mr. and Mrs. J.B.
Morgan, Rt. 6, Murray, is participating in the
Seventh Infantry Division's Armed Forces
Assistance to the Korean Program.
In response to an invitation by Dr. J.A.
Outland, county health officer, members of the
Calloway County Medical Society, and Karl Warming, administrator of the Murray Hospital,
representatives of the U.S. Public Health Service
and the Kentucky State Health Department will
be in Murray the next few days doing research
on infectious hepatitis.
Residents of Calloway County drew a total of
49,099 in public assistance payments for. July,
covering old age assistance, aid to dependent
children and aid to needy blind, according to
Commissioner of Economic Security Vego E.
Barnes.
Pvt. Joe Miller, son of Mr and Mrs. Herbert
Miller, Rt. 2, Kirksey, has completed eight
weeks of Army basic combat training with the
Third Armored Divison at Fort Knox.

and more than $1 million researching the wildlife, geography and
geomorphology (which my dictionary tells me is the study of the
characteristics, origin and
development of land forms) of the
island before turning the first
Spade of dirt in development.
• • •
Kiawah is separated from the
mainland by marshes stretching
almost as far as the eye can see_
and which would make a soybean
farmer's wallet throb — if he could
drain'em and plant'em. The real
dividing line, however, is the
Kiawah River, which — when the
tide is out — in not much more than
Clark's River east of town.
It is a beautiful drive out to the
Island past fields of tomatoes and
beans lying blistering in the August
sun and along a two-laned highway
bordered and canopied by age-old
"live oak" trees draped with
Spanish moss — used by Henry
Ford to stuff the cushions in his
Model Ts and A Models.
They call the trees "live oaks"
because they are never dormant.
Their leaves are green all year.
The battleship, "Constitution,"
now anchored at Boston and almost
200 years old, was built with live
oak wood taken from the forests in
the Charleston area.
• • •
Kiawah Island itself is about 10
miles long, about a mile wide at the
widest point and somewhat
banana-shaped. In recent years,
mlllons of dollars have been spent
on it converting scrub brush, forest
and swamp into the truly fabulous
resort community it is today.
For more than 180 years, Kiawah
was owned by a wealthy and
aristocratic family living in
Charleston by the name of
Vanderhorst. For generations,
they would come to the island only
to hunt, fish and to check on the 600

acres or so of cotton grown there in
pre-Civil War days
They had an ante-bellum mansion on the island to which they
would come with their friends to
hunt wild turkey, deer and other
game, reaching the place by boat
along the Kiawah River, which
flowed past the mansion's front
lawn, shaded by live oaks now 300
to 400 years old
The old house is still standing. A
cyclone fence laced with barbed
wire protects it from visitors as it
awaits restoration by the
developers
In 1954, the Vanderhorsts sold the
Leland to a Charleston man for
$125,000, and 18 years later, he sold
it to the oil-rich Kuwait government for $17.5 mlllion. Kuwait, in
turn, engaged an American
development company to convert
the island into the beautiful resort
area into which it is emerging
today.
• • •
The Atlantic side of the island is
bordered by miles of beach, stretching almost 100 yards from the
strictly protected environment of
the dunes to the water — unless the
tide is in. That cuts in to about 50
yards.
So gradually slopes the beach,
swimmers can wade into the
breakers and swells for still
another 100 yards or so before the
water comes to their shoulders —
also, again, unless the tide is in.
The beach is virtually deserted in
the early morning. Between 7 and 9
a.m., you can walk on it and be as
much as half-a-mile from the
nearest jogger or walker in sight.
Between 9 a.m. and 3 or 4 in the
afternoon, though, a lot of people
are on it, although it is never what
you would call crowded.
Many ride bicycles up and down
the beach, and at night the
headlights of an occasional car can
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POLITICAL EXPERT
ON DEMOCRATIC
TAX POLICY!

business mirror

by john cunniff

Entrepreneurs hide away in big corporations
trepreurship involve ideas, products and systems far removed
from the glamorous world of high
technology.
They involve instead the prosaic
everyday world. Chains of barber
shops, for example, that use the
latest professional management
techniques. A new style of ice
cream. Or perhaps a new financial
services product.
But even more highly disguised
today are the entrepreneurial efforts that go on in major
companies.
More recently, the image is that
At IBM, for example, where IBM
of the high-tech innovator working
Fellows are allowed to pursue their
on an electronic product that he
ideas to infinity. Or at Bell
believes is destined to be an inLaboratories, where Nobel Prise
tegral piirt of the world of
winners work. At General Electric,
tomorrow
• which helps employees found new
But , these stereotypes do not
companies. And at General
manage to encompass the varied
Motors.
affairs and per-•"!. of en"We're entering a new industrial
revolution." says OLf...Chairman
trepreneurs, those people who risk
Roger Smith. It will, he maintains,
money and Urn* to innovate and
be an age when many of the tough
rethink and invent and apply and
technical problems will be solved
produce new or better products and
and opportunities created for those
services
who are prepared.
Peter Drucker, the management
Therefore, he promises, at his
authority, points out, for example.
company there will be more
that many results of today's en•
NEW YORK (AP) — Say "entrepreneur" and many people will
think of a tinkerer in a barn or
garage in the manner of Thomas A
Edison, the Wright Brothers, Cyrus
McCormick, or William Hewlett
and David Packard
All worked intensely toward
their goals and met them in,
respectively, electrical products,
airplanes, farm equipment, and
electronic devices And all began
companies that capitalized on their
inventions
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"clean-sheerOf-paper" projects
A clean-sheet-of-paper project is
one in which you begin with almost
no preconceptions. You advance
from square one, and everything
along the way — every item that
goes into a product — is reexamined. There are no "givens."

be seen as some mischievous
daredevil races along it. It is just
that smooth and hard.
There are 12 miles of asphaltpaved bicycle and jogging paths on.
the island, and one of the real,
relaxing enjoyments of a stay there
is riding them. It's also good exercise to compliment your walks on
the beach. I must have averaged 15
miles or more a day, riding
through the woods, over the cart
paths on the golf courses and to
points of interest on the island.
Bicycles may be rented by the
day or week at any one of halfdozen little shops manned by
friendly and, personable young
boys and girls. The development of
the island has provided the young
people of Charleston and the area
with an employment bonanza. You
see them cheerfully at work
everywhere — in the facilities and
on the grounds.
Tuesday, I'll share with you
some more of the things I found
fascinating as well as interesting
about this man-made island
vacation-land,

washington briefs
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Pentagon says a Navy Tomahawk
cruise missile scored- -a bullseye
with a high-explosive warhead on a
warehouse-size building last month
after it traveled about 500 miles
from a submerged submarine off
the California coast.
Wednesday's announcement of
the July 25 strike on San Clemente
Island was made in conjunction
with release of six photographs
showing the 1,000-pound warhead's
approach and destruction of the
target.
Bob Holsapple, a spokesman for
the cruise missile project, said this
was the 135th lest of various forms
of the Tomahawk sea-launched
cruise missile, but the first with a
live warhead.
The Navy did not identify the
submarine from which the 18-footlong missile was launched and
described its flight as "more than
400 miles." But sources said the
weapon traveled about 500 miles,
which is the planned range for such
conventional land-attack weapons
fired from submarines.
————
WASHINGTON (AP) — Many
states are increasing their budgets
for social services to compensate
for reductions in federal support
since 1981, the General Accounting
Office reports.
The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981 changed the administration of various federal
domestic assistance programs by
consolidating them into a block
grant. It also shifted most administrative responsibility to the
states.
"Although federal support
decreased as states began implementing the block grant, 11 of
the 13 states GAO visited increased
their total social services expenditures between 1981 and 1983,
primarily through increased state
and other non-federal funding as
well as transfers from other
federal block grant programs," the
congressional investigative agency
said
Iowa and Washington were the
two exceptions The other states
studied were California, Colorado,
Florida, Kentucky, Massachusetts.
Michigan, Mississippi, New York,
Pennsylvania, Texas and Vermont

6AfriTr
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"Multiple revolutions in electronics, communications,
manufacturing technology and the
way people and companies work
together are transforming
everything we thought was a
given," Smith said at a seminar
this week.
Already, on clean-page project,
Saturn. has inspired
breakthroughs by bringing key
development disciplines together
and imposing no limits on either
the number or scdpe ui new ideits
that could be explored, he said.
From the earliest to the latest,
whether they operate alone or in
larger enterpriaes, and regardless
of whether they deal In products or
in services, entrepreneurs have at
least one thing in common:
They deal with change, and more
often than not they bring it about
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Your Individual
Horoscope

Noffsingers celebrate

Fraaces Drake
FOR FRIDAY, AUGUST 17, 1964
fortunate domestic trends this evenWhat auld of day will tomorrow bet'
To find out what the stars say, read
the forecast given for your birth sign.
SCORPIO
lOct. Z3to Nov. 21 )
ARIES
Give someone an Inch and they take
Mar.21 to Apr. 19 )
a mile. Don't overreact. Let others unDespite petty job irritations, you'll
do themselves. Togetherness makes
come out ahead. Curb aggressiveness
the evening memorable.
and rely on intuition. Compromise
SAGITTARIUS
with a mate.
) Nov. 22 to Dec. 21
TAURUS
It seems that more happiness
Apr. 20 to May 20)
comes through work than social life at
Meditation and calm reflection give
present. Some types you meet today
you the strength to rise above a sense
are draining you.
of limitation. Evening brings a stroke
CAPRICORN
of luck.
iDec.22 toJan. 19)
GEMINI
Domestic chores seem to pile up,
May 21 to June 20
but don't be in a rush to get things
Social life is a bit too hectic, even
done.
Relaxation and recreation are
for you. Time by yourself allows you
what you need now.
to accomplish your goals. Financial
AQUARIUS
gain is likely.
I. Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
CANCER
Your ability to read between the
June 21 to July 22
lines helps you understand another's
Others are off center in career deals
message. Don't be misled by those
and are inclined to frantic moves.
who talk in circles.
Keep your cool and you turn things to
PISCES
your advantage.
wgrar
saw
Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
LEO
Things are happening for you
July 23 to Aug. 22 )
careenvise, but you need to be careful
A trip is slow in getting off the
of spending unwisely. Social life is abground, but once you arrive, you'll
solutely tops!
have a splendid time. Career pluses
YOU BORN TODAY are capable of
make for happiness.
the grand gesture financially and also
VIRGO
can be stingy. Though apparently
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
sure of yourself, at times you can
Don't be pressured into making a
vacillate. You have an analytical
financial move or decision. Put
mentality and can succeed at writing
business aside and enjoy recreational
and research. You like to be fussed
opportunities.
over, but you do not always show your
LIBRA
real feelings. Though you have
( Sept. 23 to Oct. 22 I
business acumen, you can be erratic
Diplomacy is needed in dealing with
in the handling of your accounts.
a distraught companion. Capitalize on

Bottled water

Sidewalk
Sale
Items
Marked
Down
Again!

Southside Shopping Center
753-3456

HOT SPRINGS, Ark.
(AP) —One out of every
10 families in the United
States drinks bottled
water, a per capita consumption of 2.7 gallons a
year, industry statisticians report.
Although the number
of Americans consuming bottled water is
growing, Europeans
drink some 20 times the
amount of bottled water
used in the United
States, according to
researchers at Mountain Valley Spring
Water Co. here.

Dr. and Mrs Hugh A Noffsinger of 1109 Olive
St., Murray, celebrated their 40th wedding anniversary on Aug. 12. They were surprised with a
party given by their children in the back yard of
their home.
Their children are Nancy Noffsinger, Jon Noffsinger. Amy Noffsinger and David Noffsinger
and wife, Becky Their two grandchildren are
Aaron David and Ashley Ruth Noffsinger.
The couple was married at the Baptist Parsonage in Bremen, Ky., on Aug. 12, 1944. Dr. Noffsinger is serving as interim dean of the College
of Education at Murray State University. Mrs.
Noffsinger is the former Edith Divine.

Church women meet
The Women of
Russell's Chapel United
Methodist Church met
on Monday, Aug. 13, at
the Boston Tea Party.
A luncheon was served with Ftoxie Jones,
Gaynell Williams and
Lucy Alderdice as
hostesses.
Present were Lavine
Carter, Maggie Chase,
Martha Crass, Kay
Carlson, Marion Fox,
Jeanette
Gamster,
Mary Hopson, Linda

Kelly, Mary Moore,
Jean Miller, Edith
McKenzie, Dorothy
Sobieski, members, and
one guest, Karen
Planey.
After lunch, the group
returned to the church
for the meeting which
was opened by Marion
Fox, president.
Mrs. Carter gave the
devotion. The closing
prayer was led by Alice
Gould.

Actress Koo Stark marries
heir of trading stamp empire
(AP) — Actress Koo
Stark, the former
girlfriend of Britain's
Prince Andrew, has
married an heir to the
$76 million Green Shield
trading stamp empire.
Miss Stark, 28, who
once starred in soft-core
erotic movies and
created headlines
worldwide when she and
Andrew, now 24, slipped
out of Britain under
false names in October
1982 to vacation in the
Caribbean, on Wednesday married Green
Shield heir Timothy
Jeffries.
Miss Stark wore white
for her wedding to the
21-year-old Jeffries. The

ceremony took place at St. Saviour's Church in
north London's Hampstead district.
The Church of
England vicar who performed the ceremony,
the Rev. John NeilSmith, said: "It was
such a quiet affair you
wouldn't have known it
was happening."
Most Britons didn't
know it had until they
read their newspapers
this morning.
Jeffries is the grandson of Richard Tompkins, who made a fortune by introducing
trading stamps to
Britain.

Kenny Rogers and his wife
praise Dolly Parton in article
NEW YORK (AP) —
Country music star Kenny Rogers calls Dolly
Parton "the most electric person I've ever
BARGAIN

We have consolidated our Entire Stock of
Spring and Summer merchandise from our
Kentucky, Tennessee, Georgia, Alabama,
Arkansas, North and South Carolina stores
to bring you this:

ATTEND MEETING — Food Service personnel of the Calloway County
and Murray City Schools attended the national convention of American
School Food Service Association held in Indianapolis, Ind. They were, from
left, seated. Janice McCuiston, secretary for Food Service at Calloway
County Board of Education, Ernestine Hargis, manager of North Calloway
Elementary School cafeteria, Joanna Adams, food service director. for
Calloway County Schools, standing, Glinda Jeffrey, food service director for
Murray City Schools, Jean Barger, manager of Southwest Calloway
Elementary School cafeteria, and Mildred Adams, manager of Calloway
County Middle School cafeteria. Meals will be served at the Calloway C,ounty Schools starting Friday, Aug. 17, and at the Murray City Schools on Monday, Aug. 20.

MATINEES
CHERI & CINE
All Seats $2.00
I AO. Ittn, 711t 111:111
In out terve no foreign
teens Puts estt occupied
Atrietwan
Onte now

Consolidation
Sale
LOOK WHAT 4.00 CAN BUY!

ADAMS'RECEPTION — A reception in honor of the Rev. and Mrs. Ronnie Adams and children, Christopher Michael and Lori Rochelle, will be
held Sunday, Aug. 19, from 2 to 4 p.m. in the University Branch of the Bank
of Murray. The event will be hosted by the Poplar Spring Baptist Church
where the Rev. Adams is serving as pastor. The Rev. and Mrs. Adams have
been named missionaries by the Southern Baptist Foreign Mission Board.
They will leave for Rockville. Va., in October for an eight-weeks orientation '
before leaving for the mission field in Venezuela, South America. The
church invites the public to attend the Sunday reception.

met," and his wife says
the two singers are "a
natural couple."
Rogers, 46, who has
been working on a
television special and a
Christmas album with
GROTON,Conn.(AP)
Miss Parton, described — As a newcomer to the
her as "the most ex- game of golf, Karen
citing person I've ever DiSabella was worried
worked with. ... There is the players behind her
so much more to her would get mad if she
than the physical."
took too long at it.
So she hurried her
Roger's wife said in
the interview in the first stroke in her first
September issue of Mc- game, and the ball took
Call's magazine that she off — landing in the cup
found that her husband for a hole-in-one.
and Miss Parton made a
The 23-year -old
good team.
secretary from Ston"Both of them are ington hit her drive on
happy, 'up' people," the 107-yard par-3 first
Marianne Rogers said.
hole and stared in

Hole-in-one scored on first stroke
disbelief with her husband, Carl, at the result.
Until then, she had hit
a few dozen balls at
driving ranges.
"I think I was worried
about the people behind
me getting mad because
we would play so slow,"
she said.
"Well, the shot went
pretty straight, I guess.
I just kept watching it
roll. I thought it had
stopped rolling, but then
I saw it keep going until
it went in the hole."
"Unbelievable!" said
her husband. "We just
looked at each other and

saio, 'I don't, believe it!'
Even after you've been
playing for years you
can't believe it."
Mondo Baldelli Jr.,
who was in the
clubhouse when the excitement broke out, said
no first-time player has
ever scored a hole-inone on the first hole in
the 21-year history of
the Trumbull Golf
Course.
The rest of her round
was not as exciting. She
carded a 64 on the par-27
front nine, and didn't
put another of her
drives on a green.
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Phillip E. Crawford born

Celia Larson gets degrec

Capt and Mrs. Darren E. Crawford of Fayet.
teville, N.0 , are the parents of a son, Phillip
Evins, weighing 10 pounds three ounces, born on
Tuesday, Aug. 14, at the Fort Bragg Army
Hospital. They have two daughters, Rebecca
Anne, 4, and Elizabeth Carol, 2.
The mother is the former Anne Churchill.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. I.E. Crawford of
Murray and Mr. and Mrs. L.K. Churchill of Corydon, Ind. A great-grandmother is Mrs Mary
Crawford of Murray.

Celia Larson of Murray received a doctor of
philosophy degree in experimental psychology
with an emphasis in cognitive psychology during
the summer commencement exercises at Texas
Christian University, Fort Worth, Texas. Her
dissertation was entitled "Technical Training:
An Application of a Strategy for Learning Structural and Functional Information.'"
Larson, the daughter of Dr Edwin Larson and
Ms. Eleanor Larson, received an M.S. degree in
experimental psychology in 1983 from Texas
Christian University and a B.S. degree from
Murray State University in 1980. She currently is
working under contract funded by the Army
Research Institute.

Paschall reunion Sunday
The reunion of the family of Carol Franklin
Paschall will be Sunday, Aug. 19, at 11 a.m. in the
Community Room of the North Branch of the
Peoples Bank. A potluck dinner will be served.
All relatives and friends are invited. For information call N.P. Paschall, 753-5166.

Kirksey men will meet
The Methodist Men of the Kirksey United
Methodist Church will have a breakfast on Sunday, Aug. 19, at 7 a.m. at the church. Dr. Jack
Rose, superintendent of Calloway County
Schools, will be the guest speaker. All men of the
community are invited to attend, a church
spokesman said.

Campers plan event
The Twin Lakers RV Camping Club will have
Its monthly campout at the Kentucky Dam
• Village State Park on Friday, Saturday and Sunday, Aug. 17-19. A dessert fellowship will be
Saturday at about 6 p.m. at the campsite of Andy
and Linda Rogers, wagon masters. Assistant
wagonmasters will be Joe and Frances
Wilkerson.

Dance, fish fry Friday
A special dance and fish fry will be at Ronnie's
Place on U.S. Highway 641 South on Friday. Aug.
17, at 7:30 p.m. Round and square dancing for the
entire family will be featured.

Maxey will get degree
Joseph Lee Maxey of Calloway County is
among 348 applicants for degrees at Murray
State University at the end of the 1984 summer
sessions. Maxey, the grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
Jeddie B. Cathey, 1612 Main St., Murray, is a
candidate for a bachelor of arts degree in
history. His name was omitted from a list of
Murray State graduates issued earlier.

Coon Club plans benefit
for Exceptional School
A benefit by the Twin Lakes Coon Club of
Hardin for the Marshall County School for
Exceptional Children will open Friday, Aug. 17,
with a
ACHA Qualifying Hunt.
The entry deadline is 8 p.m. with the entry
fee
to be $10. A bench show will be on Saturday,
Aug.
18, with entry deadline to be at 6:30 p.m.
Events on Saturday will include Treeing Contest; auction with items donated by local
merchants at 10 a.m.; fish fry for all you can eat
for
$5 and children under 12 for $3, starting
at 4
p.m.; live country music show at 6 p.m.
Drawings for a Remington shotgun and Col.
Lee's country ham will be at 8 p.m.
The public is invited to participate or
attend
any or all activities for the benefit for the
Marshall County School.

Bryant moves to Atlanta
SELMA, Ala. (AP) —
Singer Anita Bryant,
who moved here from
Florida three years ago
after her much publicized activities against
homosexual rights, is on
the road again
She says she is moeing to Atlanta sometime
next week
"Selma was a bridge
into a new life for me,"

Miss Bryant said
"I have to go where
I'll have work and be
more accessible to those
who want me to work,"
she said. "I have a new
recording contract, will
be doing some work
with the Nashville Network and Cable Network and in the fall I'll
appear on 'Hee-Haw."
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SWIM

New makeup directions
from Estee Lauder

COLORS
FROM
PRIMITIVE
WORLDS

Get Ready For The Chiller
No The Cholief' is not the latest video it is the cold
weather we Ir low will be here this winter Get
ready to face the freeze with a fashionable new
coat from BrIght s

OPEN FRIDAYS UNTIL-8:30

for today's
sophisticated faces
Fashion colors for fall glow with the rich
patina of long-ago and far away - the
earthy warmth and primitive wonder of
cultures whose art and artifacts are today's treasures

Make Room For A New
Season Of Great Dresses
The best thing about Fall is the excitement of the new
fashion season Fall Fashions otter the greatest vaneN
and depth Of style color and texture This is especially
true of the Fall Dress selection at Bright's Flatter yourself
with an exciting new dress from our Fall collection

Steppin'
Sassy...
There;nothing more frustrating than
a beautiful looking shoe that hurts your
foot Here is the solution to that dilemma
Auditions Sassy not only looks great but
it feels so good yOu wil went to wear them
all the time This is a shOe that has the
styling to flatter your fall wardrobe
gives you the comfortable al to go all day
' and is available in as great coots to
match any outfit Grey Brown Black Navy
Taupe 8. Wise Step Out Sassy Today 38 00

COLOR PRIMER
Undercover Neutral
COUNTRY MIST LIQUID MAKEUP
Country Beige
AUTOMATIC CREME CONCEALER
Medium
EYE CONTOURING PENCIL
Khaki Sand, Sunny Amethyst
ALL-DAY EYE COLOR CREME
Pottery Berge. Antique Brown,
African Violet
LUSCIOUS CREME MASCARA
Lustrous Black, Black/Brown.
•

12.50
12.50
8 50
7 50

8 50
8 50

PRESSES EYELID SHADOW
(Two-tone shadow box)
Secret Blue,,Bark Brown,
Golden Amberilndigo Skies
.11.00
SOFT FILM COMPACT ROUGE
Adobe Brick, Pink Sand
9 00
RE-NUTRIV LIPSTICK
Sunspiced Brown. Clearly Fuchsia.
.8.50
TENDER BLUSHER
Misty Heather, Rose Legend
9 00
POLISHED PERFORMANCE NAIL LACQUER
Ancient Brick. Sunglazed Mauve
5 00
PERFECT LINE LIP PENCIL
.6.50
Rose Velvet, Sunlit Red

alleiiti0241IS .

1111111111111 11110MT.41E1I

gRIgHTS

ESTEE LAUDER at

l'a*eintair;kett
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Corning community events listed
Thursday, Aug. 111

HILLMAN JEWELERS
BRIDAL REGISTRY
6,000 Nome Brond Items
To Choose From
FREE GIFT Fat Each CoupIe
That Ragatet$
314 /DAM 11.
DOWNTOWN IDIAWA

Temple Hill Chapter
No. 511 Order of the
Eastern Star will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
---Twin L.akers Antique
Car Club is scheduled to
meet at 7 p.m. at
Gateway Steak House
- --Murray Civitan Club
will meet at? p.m_ at the
Homeplace Family
Restaurant.
-- - -

'Thursday, Aug. If
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at 8
p.m at lodge hall
-- -Men's Stag Night will
be at 6 p.m. at Murray
Country Club with Rick
Larnkin, Rick McGee,
Mike Pierce and John T.
Ginglea in charge of
arrangements.
---Alcoholics
Anonymous and Al.
Anon will have closed
meetings at 8 p.m. at

Thursday. Aug. 16

Friday, Aug. 17
Fish fry and round
and square claaclng for
the family will be at 7:30
p.m. at Ftorutie's Place,
U S. Highway 641 South.
--- Twin Lakers RV Camping Club will have its
monthly campout at
Kentucky Dam Village
State Park. A dessert
fellowship will be at 6
p.m. at the campsite of
Andy and Linda Rogers.
---Wranglers Riding
Club will ride at 7:30
p.m. at the club
grounds.
---Round and square
dancing with music by
Sharecropper will be
- -from 7:30 to 11 p.m. at
"S in g Out, Ken- the Lynn
Grove Roller
tucky!" will be Rink.
presented at 8 p.m. at
--- Kenlake State Resort
Mothers Morning Out
Park Lodge in parlor B. will be at 9 a.m.
at First
---Christian Church.
Baraca Sunday School
---Class of First Baptist
Hazel and Douglas
Church will have a supCenters will be open
per at 6 p.m. in
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Fellowship Hall of the for activities
by senior
church.
citizens.
------Carol Poe Baptist
Twilight golf will be at
Young Women of First
5:30 p.m. at Oaks CounBaptist Church will
try Club.
meet at 7 p.m. at 1602
---Hermitage Dr.
Back-to =School Pool
Party for Grades 9
Murray Business and
through 12 will be at 7:30
Professional Women
p.m. at Murray Country
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at Club,
Seven Seas Restaurant.
First Christian Church,
Benton For information
call 753-061, 762-3399,
753-7764 or 753-7663
---The Single Connection
will meet at 7:30 p.m on
third floor, education
building, First United
Methodist Church. For
Information call Jill at
753-1701.
---A Summer Celebration, sponsored by Murray City Schools'
Parent-Teacher
Organization, will be
from 5:30 to 7 p.m. on
front lawn of Murray
Middle School, Main
and Eighth Streets.

Friday, Aug. 17
Twilight golf is
scheduled at 5:80 p.m.
at Murray Country
Club
---Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Wildlife Viewing
from 630 to 8 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature
Center and "Milky Way
Encore" at 8 p.m. at
Golden Pond Visitor

'Center_
————
A lcoholics
Anonymous and Al
Anon will meet at 8 p.m.
at J.U. Kevil Center,
South 10th Extended,
Mayfield.
--- Second day of
registration for Murray
City and Calloway County Head Start students
will be from 7 a.m. to 5
p.m. in Early Childhood
Center, North 16th
Street, MSU campus.
---"Sing Out, Kentucky!'' will be
presented at 8 p.m. at
Lake Barkley State
Park Lodge.
---Memorial Baptist
Church Puppeteers will
perform at Piney Campground, Land Between
the Lakes.
Saturday, Aug. 18
Breakfast for
members and guests of

Ballet Class
iU

Semc‘ter

10(,1\\I hi 1111 PRI•
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Sale 10.99

Men's knits at 31% savings.

Orig. $16. Sharp looking heather knit shirts in great stripes and solids
Short sleeves with placket collars in men's sizes.

1.

••• It \III
144
11

•STRIPES
•BAGGIES
•BASICS
•TATTERSOL
'NOVELTIES

A SMALL
DEPOSIT
WILL
HOLD
YOUR
SELECTION

on men's
dress shirts.
Orig. $16. Contemporary styling for
today's man White collars on solids
and stripes Polyester/cotton in
men's sizes.

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center

.1Aurray, Kentucky

Sunday,
- Aug. 19
The Single Connection
will eat lunch at 12:30
p.m. at the Murray.
Calloway County Park.
---Alcoholics
Anonymous will have a
closed meeting at 4 p.m.
at American Legion
Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets. For
information call
753-0061, 762-3399 or
753-7764.
---Homecoming will be
at Oak Grove Baptist
Church.
---Kirksey United
Methodist Church Men
will meet at 7 a.m. at the
church.
---Reception for the Rev.
and Mrs. Ronnie Adams
and children, hosted by
Poplar Spring Baptist
Church, will be from 2 to
4 p.m. in University
Branch of the Bank of
Murray.
-- - Reunion of family of
Carol Franklin Paschall
will be at 11 a.m. in
Community Room of
North Branch of
Peoples Bank. For information call 753-5166.

CHOOSE ANY
STYLE OF
LEE JEANS
AT ONE
LOW PRICE:

Reg. To 34.00

Sale
10.99
Save 31%

Saturday, Aug. 18
Oaks Country Club will
be from 7 to 8:30 a.m. at
the Oaks Country Club.
---Couples Bridge will be
at 7:30 p.m. at the Oaks
Country Club with Don
and Barbara Blalock as
hosts
- -- Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Animal Sounds at
1 p.m. and Night Visual
at 8 : 3 0 p.m. at
Woodlands Nature
Center; Muzzleloading
Rifle Match at 2 p.m. at
The Homeplace-1850:
Planting A Late Garden
from 2 to 3 p.m. at Empire Farm.
---A lcoholics
Anonymous and AlAnon will meet at 8 p.m.
in American Legion
Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.
---"Sing Out, Kentucky!'' will be
presented at 8 p.m. at
Lake Barkley State
Park Lodge.
---"Music of the 1930's"
is theme of Gourmet
Cabaret to be presented
by Community Theatre
in Playhouse in the
Park.

Central Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
9:30-9 Mon.-Sat., 1-5 Sun.

By CECULY
BROWNSTONE
AP Food Editor
SNACKTIME FARE
Peanut Cups and
Beverage
PEANUT CUPS
% cup suger-chunk
peanut butter
1,4 cup dark corn
syrup
IA teaspoon vanilla
1 cup sifted confectioners' sugar
12-ounce package
semisweet chocolate
pieces, melted
Line 1% by 1-inch
muffin-pan cups with
fluted paper cups. Stir
together peanut butter,
corn syrup and vanilla;
gradually stir in sugar.
On a smooth surface
knead until smooth:
press to make 14-inch
thick. Cut into 1-inch
rounds. Spoon about IA
teaspoon of chocolate into each paper cup so bottom is generously
covered. Immediately
place a peanut butter
round over chocolate in
each cup; genUy push
lawn to coat sides with
chocolate
Spread
another 41 teaspoon
chocolate over top. Chill
until firm. Store in
refrigerator. Makes
about 8 dozen
(Repeated on request.)

Woman Fears Office
Affair Has Lost
Its Early Promise
CHARGE IT!

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Until the first of
the year, I worked as a secretary to a
very sweet man, several years older
than myself. He told me his wife
didn't appreciate him and he found
me very comforting to talk to. One
thing led to another, and we became
intimate.
His wife found out about us and
he laid me off, but continued seeing
me whenever he could. He called me
every day and we'd talk on the
phone. He continued my salary although I was no longer working for
him, and he also paid off all my
debts and made me many promises.
When he and his wife went on a
vacation, he arranged for me to stay
in a motel nearby so he could spend
some time with me. Well, his wife
must have had him tailed because
she found out about it, and he told
me we'd have to "cool it" for awhile.
His telephone calls have been
tapering off and he seldom gets
away to see me anymore. Things are
not like they used to be, and I'm
beginning to worry. He made many
promises.
Do! have any legal rights? This is
the second time this has happened
to me with a married man.
FOOLED AGAIN
DEAR FOOLED: Since I am
not a lawyer, I'm not qualified
to tell you what your legal rights
are, but if I may offer a bit of
advice: Stay away from married
men! As my sainted father used
to say, "Every once in a while
the hog kills the butcher, but

most of the time, the butcher
kills the hog."

DEAR ABBY:I'm getting married
soon and was going to ask my
favorite uncle ("Jim") to give me
away because my father is dead.
Now I'm wondering if! should.
You see, Uncle Jim is now a
devoted family man, but he used to
be a Catholic priest and he may not
feel comfortable participating in a
non-Catholic wedding.
Should I leave him out of my
wedding? If I do, I'm afraid my
mother (his sister) would be deeply
hurt. My mother and all her relatives
are devout Catholics.
I was raised Catholic, but now I'm
a born-again Christian and so is my
fiance. Should I play it safe and not
invite my mother or any of her
relatives?
Hurry your answer. I need to get
married soon before this guy changes
his mind again.
GETTING MARRIED
IN FLORIDA
DEAR GETTING: Ask your
uncle if he wants to give you
away, and don't try to secondguess his feelings. Invite your
mother and the relatives you
want and let them decide
whether they want to accept or
not.
Your closing sentence causes
me to question your maturity. If

Prices good tr.,
August 20 lee-

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER, HWY. 641 N.
Phone 753-4025, Hours: Mon. 'Sat. 9-9, Sun, 12-6

Exercise Equipment
For sale or rent at Begley's

the guy you want to marry might
"change his mind"(again, yet!).
perhaps you should slow down
and rethink the whole thing.

Begley a has access to one of the moil complete lines of
supplies and equipment for everyday fitness.
• Exe, y c,e
• Treadmill
• Weight Bench with • Rower
• Ergometer
• Heatth Walker
Leg Litt
• Much Morel
Ask your Begley Pharmacist or call Begley's Health Line:
toll free 1-800-432-0920
Quemoy nghts reserved

sae
Netmeponeble for tygograph.cal errors

DEAR ABBY - This concerns the
frustrated couple who were unable
to marry because the man's wife
had left him and he couldn't find her
in order to obtain a divorce. The wife
had not been heard of for over four
years and all efforts to find her had
failed. Obviously the man couldn't
marry again without divorcing hie
wife, so they turned to you for
advice.
You suggested that they retain a
lawyer. Abby, why spend money on
lawyers? I had the same problem—
only I couldn't find the husband
who had left me.
I went to three lawyers before one
told me that all I needed was my
husband's Social Security number. I
found it, gave it to the lawyer, and
he located my husband in no time at
all.
JUST HELPING OUT

--w-

---.
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ScotTissue
Bathroom Tissue

Dove

Snacks

22 oz. Dishwashing Liquid
Famous Dove mildness
Reg $1 19

Package of 4 Rolls
a ,,,,able on aSSOnled colors
Reg $1 99

$169LIMIT

King size
, , .r., C111()5 Cheez Curls Or Cheez Bails
Reg St 99

$139 LIMIT

99CLIMIT

2

2
+

r'..7
- -.-- _-----_--.-_-_--,---m •,

u c.s

ITS

.f.

....ed.

Coke -

Candy

Regular

$139
-,i

__

.111/6

Pencils
4 - No. 2 Lead

Crayons

1...
- 1'CIA'.

Box of 48
Different Color
_ Crayons

T FT

Lock

—

1.1 2" Shsokle

Reg $369

il00

Li...11
1
—

Hamilton

Raid
Ant 8

House
Broom

Roach Killer

11 oz. Spray
Kills bugs dead,

Raid

117ris °
91'"

Reg 64C

$

—

ui.i,i

9
99

Combination

59c

Reg Sr 79
14
1
/CY -

'
— .

Mead

Steno
Notebook

ryorrI1 kttor

package of 10
Medium pont, blue
ne pens

Reg S2 84

srg"
................

Bic
Biro Pens

'1:...."
/0.---

F
vrv
°ridc°
as their
ImagmatIons'

.....59c

2

Crayola

' Q"'Ic)
‘ ''
.,:ti. vi
4irt.1
1111
.
.
--'!
4'1 :-:::
CRAYONS

In assorted colors

\
\
.9

$119 LIMIT

LIMIT 2
6-PACKS,

Price.

Fairmont

Spira, Varsity Notehoor
100 Pages - 8-1 2" s 11" Paper
Reg $1 74

6 Pack - 12 oz. Cans

20c OFF
0,1,

Mead

Notebook

diet Coke, Tab, and Scinte

Choose row over forty-three icy°,
of delic.rous Brach s candies

#

wfrebound
notebook

E

iii......

Brach's

Now, You Can Beat The Upkeep Costs Of
Owning A Regular Vacation Cottage Or The
Escalating Costs of Resort Hotel Rooms

(Tepid

44.

111,1116
9 gott ,
re• .rieei 1•%:'-).

CONFIDENTIAL TO "FEELS
FOOLISH FOR ASKING":
Foolish? No way. Take it from
the sage and quotable Malcolm
Forbes, who said: "One who
never asks either knows everything—or nothing."

house...cleaning
Perfect for
chores

_ si99 I- s259
Reg $2 49

$269

Reg $339

RM-5005

Mini Stereo

11

ht,, •

AM FM

Cassette Player
Lightweight adjustable headphones operates on
batteries plus AC power or car battery with optional
adaptors Reg $24 99

Clock Radio
Snooze control. sleep linter
LED time asplay. Music or buzzer

i4)99
$
Choice
Your

-,4-411--Vacation Club International, on Lake
Barkley near Cadiz, is a development of
Mayfield Service Corporation, ,a wholly
owned subsidiary of First Federal Savings
of Mayfield, Ky.
Think about It. When you own a conventional vacation home,
you end up paying all the costs of maintenance all year,
regardless of the amount of use. Renting vacation rooms in
hotels and motels Is down the drain money-wise. And the
cost is going up yearly. By 1990, the average cost may reach
$136 per room per night. There's an alternative:

Allergan
Hydrocare
Reg

f. I
1

Cleaning
& Disinfecting

1
1

24

Prince Matctiabelli
$489

Solution
a oz.
Softens
$8 79
Enzymatic
Reg

5

e

Tablets
24 Tablets

'or

VACATION EXCHANGE
You probably don't wont to go to the some resort area year after year, even though
you own ci,';piece" of it. Henze, the idea of Vocation Exchange, whereby you
ore allowed to "trade" your vocation week for (soother, to trovel to a different
destination at an alternate time of the year. There ore over 900 resorts to choose
from.

Aviance
Night Musk

19

-Golden Gioss-

Styler Dryer
onth

Box of 30
Med.um Plastic Strips
Reg $1 79

$495

attacnmersts
Reg 512 99

NEW' Advil
Ibuprofen Tablets
24 Tables
Advanced medicine

tor pain

Silken Body Powder

$999
$395

,

Johnson & Johnson

Light Cologne Rods
Spay or Silken Body
Lotron

Corsair

Buy BOTH for $

BAND-AID Brand

•
SAIIIVO

$381

Cleaning

alarm

per-A

VACATION
OWNERSHIP
Often called Interval Ownership, vacation
ownership allows the average couple to share
the expenses of owning a vacation-oriented second home with other owners. You buy only the
....,ornount of time you use. Hence, you own one or more -unit weeks-. Other unit
-Tweeks will be owned by other Members just like yourself. In effect, you pay for
tomorrow's vocation with today's dollars!

*

Planters

• --A-.

Slim-Fast
16 oz.
Vanilla or Chocolate
Drink Mrs or Choclate
Instant Pudding ms
Reg ST 99

Unicap
Vitamin Tablets
90 Tablets Plus
30 FREE,
Reg $8 59

S129
imm
"
l
i
g

S100 off Polaroid film!

Kodak

4000
Disc
Camera

torn 541P0 10 P015104 P0 130, 5555 Unronyolle eT beep yob, dated
sates ',Comet and mob-caved end Panel Pool your P044,04 Ka)
Prlogh Steed or TorolorZer0 single back. Porarowl wiii rerrobonlie
yob $1 CO of purCOOS•0 browser. 4 'trend 1201184 yorroj bpperbp
riKeYed by 1/14115 Allow 66 OrlyS for Oelovopty Loroot Oot nibble
per houS*11,01CPCOnlpen9 50,0 oboe restrocte0 PoIT puTCballed
tor this ober cannot be used tor Otter PorarorO offers

Flier advances autornahcally flashes whenever
you need more light Advanced technology in
an ultra compact design
Reg $5995
Car
State
ZIP
POtanota to, tree 18001 226 t36,4
iFreen MA AK, 141 Cal. correct (617,(16,1•45.111

Rout. 2, Cadiz, Kentucky, 42211
Conte by and see us, but for
your convenience, coil

TWIN PRINTS

502-924-5814 for Appt.

WE ACCEPT MANUFACTURER'S COUPONS

.01deafiCt 9cfilklc
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Communists begin alternative to Olympics —Druzitha-84
MOSCOW tAPi - Druzhba-84, the Cornmuzu.st
bloc's answer to the Los Angeles Olympics open
ed today at several Eastern European sites
under a shroud of uncertainty
About 40 nations - some 100 fewer than came
to Los Angeles - were slated to take part in
Druzhba-84 opening ceremonies Saturday at
Lenin Stadium in Moscow, according to the
Soviet news agency Tess. Soviet officials said
some 8,000 athletes, about 1,000 more than in Los
Anfieles, would take part in the ceremonies, but
Tees didn't specify how many of those athletes

would be representatives of non-Soviet
countries.
While the general design of the games is
known, exact scheduling and official lists of participants remains a mystery. But organizers insisted that full competitions would be held
While taking pains not to violate the charter of
the International Olympic Committee by calling
this an "alternate Olympics," the Soviet bloc
nonetheless %vas hoping for a bevy of world
records
The Soviet Union, citing concern for the securi•

ty of its athletes, stayed away from the Olympics
in Los Angeles and induced 13 of its allies to
follow suit.
The Tess report said athletes from nine
Western countries would take part in the men's
track and field competition in Moscow. There
was no mention, however. of American participation by either Tess or the U.S. Embassy in
Moscow.
The games, to be held on overlapping dates
through this weekend, call for men's track and
field in Moscow, yachting off the coast of the

SPORTS

Soviet state of Estonia. women's track and
men's and women's gymnastics In Prague, judo
and modern pentathlon in Poland. diving in
Hungary. weightlifting in Bulgaria and boxing in
Cuba.
The Soviet Sports Committee said Wednesday
it did not know whether Romania, the only Warsaw Pact country to defy the Soviet boycott,
would attend But Romanian athletes and
coaches, who arrived home on Wednesday
following a 53-medal harvest at Los Angeles,
gave no indication they would join the Soviet
games.

Mrray Ledger & Times
___,Asseasememser'

Pinch-hit role available, too

Reds decide to acquire
Rose as new manager
•

would be primarily a a free agent in a wage
manager but would be dispute with former
available for some Reds President Dick
games and as a pinch Wagner. He went to
hitter. Rose, who earlier Philadelphia, where the
Wednesday in San Fran- Phillies won National
cisco denied he was tak- League pennants in 1980
ing the job, could not be and 1983.
reached for comment
The 43-year-old Rose
early today. The Reds had difficulty finding a
scheduled a news con- club to play with this
ference for 4 p.m. EDT. year before he was signThe announcement ed by Montreal. But he
was well received by was benched when the
veteran players. Team Expos acquired first
captain and shortstop baseman Dan Driessen
Dave Concepcion, who from Cincinnati. The
played with Rose, said: Reds have not said who
"Pete will be a good will be sent to Montreal
manager and he will to complete the deal.
make a difference in the
The switch-hitting
attitude here. He's a Rose, who holds the
great guy to deal with major-league record of
and he was a great 10 seasons with 200 or
player. If he has to be more hits, started the
hard with the players, 1984 season with 3,990
he can be. He's got the hits, 201 shy of Cobb's
ability and he knows the mark of 4,191. Through
game."
Wednesday, Rose had
Second baseman Ron appeared in 95 games
Oester, another Cincin- this season, collecting 72
nati native who grew up hits in 278 at-bats for a
watching Rose, added: .259 average.
"If anybody can
Rose broke in with the
motivate this team, Reds in 1963 and spent
Pete can. I can tell you 16 seasons here. He
this, he won't put up helped lead the Reds to
with anything less than four National League
PHILADELPHIA
anall-out pennants (1970, 1972, (AP - Major league
performance."
1975, 1976) and two baseball owners have
Tony Perez, another World Series champion- put off a discussion on
member of the Reds ships (1975, 1976).
expanding their two
powerhouse teams of
Rose, named the NL 16-team leagues, but the
the 1970s, returned to Player of the Decade of subject won't
go away.
Cincinnati prior to the the 1970s by The Spor"Tabling is too strong
1984 season but never ting News, won the a word for it," said Sanexpected to be playing league's Rookie of the dy Hadden, secretaryfor his long-time friend. Year award in 1963, was treasurer and
general
-He will help the at- named Most Valuable counsel for Major
titude here," Perez Player in 1973 and was League Baseball, after
said. "The attitude has the MVP in the 1975 the owners adjourned a
not been bad but it World Series when he brief summer
meeting
hasn't been what it hit .370 against the Wednesday.
"We will
should be."
Boston Red Sox.
continue to study it.
Rose left Cincinnati as
The Reds, who have
"The clubs felt our
been at or near the bot- plate was very full of
tom of the NL West in issues. We had too many
the last three seasons, issues too substantive in
replaced Russ Nixon nature."
with Rapp last
winter.
Hwy. 641 N. In Pu ear
"I did everything I
In Building With Boom Boo Fireworks
could," Rapp said. "I
have no bad feelings
•Name Brand Heins
toward anyone "
•All Automotive Parts
Rapp, 56, said he was
"We Treat You -1 The Year O."
Informed of the
RICHFIELD, Ohio
Opening Saturday Morning
managerial change only (AP) - Ron Anderson,
(901)498-8191 or 498-8383
moments before the Cleveland
M-S 7-5
Wednesday night's Cavaliers' second-round
game via telephone by draft pick from Fresno
club president Bob State, has signed a
Howsam. The Reds multi-year contract
ARTIST OPENS STUDIO AUGUST 16TH
have a 51-70 record and with' the National
With over 20 years in serving the
are 21 games behind the Basketball Association
people of West Ky. and III., artist Twila
division-leading San team.
Anderson is opening her new studio,
Diego Padres.
General Manager

CINCINNATI (AP) —
Visions of the Big Red
Machine of the 1970s
were dancing in the
minds of the Cincinnati
Reds owners when they
decided to hire Pete
Rose as a playermanager for the struggling ball club.
"He and Tony Perez
remind the people of the
times when the Reds
were big winners," said
Marge Schott, a minority shareholder, who
believes the fans will
turn out for the Cincinnati native despite the
team's next-to-last position in the National
League West.
"Pete is history. If he
gets close to the record
(Ty Cobb's all-time
career hit record), the
people will pack the
stadium," Schott said.
"The man on the street
here loves him. They
are the ones who buy the
tickets. They are going
to go bonkers over Pete
coming back."
Reds spokesman Jim
Ferguson said Wednesday in St. Louis that
Rose had been acquired
as a player from the
Montreal Expos and
would replace Manager
Vern Rapp starting Friday night when the Reds
host the Chicago Cubs.
The Reds, who were off
today following an
11-inning, 3-2 victory
over St. Louis in Rapp's
final game, have to
move someone to make
room for Rose on the
roster.
Ferguson said Rose,
who had not been a
regular with the Expos,

REDS' ROSE - An
announcement is expected today that
baseball star Pete Rose
will return to the Cineln.
nail Reds as both a
player and manager,
beginning F'riday. Rose
currently plays for the
Montreal Expos and is
runnerup in baseball's
standings for all-time
career hits. His total of
4,062 (through Wednesday's games) trails only
Ty Cobb's mark of 4,191.
AP File Photo

Major league owners shelve discussion of expansion

JACKSON'S
AUTO PARTS.

One key issue facing
the leagues is a new contract agreement with
the players' union. The
current one expires
Dec. 31.
"There was a strong
feeling among many of
the members that
before a final decision is
made on expansion, we
should have collective
bargaining behind us,"
Hadden said. •
Hadden said no cities
were officially discussed as candidates for new
teams during the
league's four-hour
meeting behind closed
doors Wednesday. But
he said a group of Tam-

pa, Fla., businessmen
did make an impression
because of their
cooperation in the sale
of the Minnesota Twins
to Minneapolis banking
executive Carl Pohlad.
Pohlad, 68, president
of F&M Marquette Bank
of Minneapolis, purchased Calvin Griffith's
52 percent share of the
Twins for an estimated
$32 million and bought
another 42 percent of the
club's stock from H.
Gabriel Murphy
through the Tampa Bay
Baseball Group.
Knowing they did not
have a majority interest, the group of

Tampa businessmen who lead the Ameripan
agreed in April to sell League West, will be
Pohlad the shares they signed at a ceremony in
had purchased from Minneapolis on Sept. 7
Murphy for a reported
Hadden said Commis$11.5 million.
sioner Bowie Kuhn had
"The Tampa Bay commended the Tampa
group cooperated 100 group for its cooperapercent in the effort to tion and "suggested that
keep the Minnesota all concerned
Twins in Minnesota," remember that in the
Pohlad told a news con- future."
ference after the sale
Asked if that might
was approved help Tampa's effort to
unanimously by the win an expansion team,
owners Wednesday.
Hadden replied "You
"Certainly, they have might call it a brownie
the best interest of point."
baseball at heart,!!.- -- Cedric TaIlls, a conPohlad added. He said sultant for the Tampa
the final documents on group, said he was
the sale of the Twins, optimistic.

Cavs sign Anderson, but UK's Turpin remains aloof

Twila's Photo-Arts, with special discounts on old photo restoration as an
introductory offer. The location is on
Highway 641,four miles south of Murray. Open Monday thru Friday from 9-5,
Twila and her associate, Rita Mohundro, invite you to call 492-8198, or
drop in for full information. Also
displays may be seen at Artcraft
Photography in Bel Air Shopping
Center.
Twila has long exhibited a rare talent
for bringing back the original clarity and
sharpness to old, faded photographs
"My greatest joy in exercising
whatever...talents God has given me is
in helping others find happiness as we
restore faint images of loved ones to
like-new condition," she said.
The orginal photo is not harmed. It is
photographed to any desired size, and
the restored image can be done in black
and white, sepia Mne, color tint or oils,
all true to life, clear and sharp.
Hazel. KY

tilikb:P
'
492-8198

_Aoto---./Otes,

We Invite You To

Church Renewal
Crusade
Coldwater Baptist Church
Bro. George Culp, Jr., Pastor
Hwy. 121 North

August 19-22

Evangelist:
Bro. Aubert Rose, Jr.
of Marshall County

Sunday-11 a.m. With
Sunday School at 10:00 a.m.
Sun. Evening Service at 6:00 p.m.
Evenings-7:00 p.m. With
Prayer Band at 6:30 p.m.

Harry Weitman said
terms of the four-year
agreement signed
Wednesday would not be
disclosed.
"There are first rounders who won't be
paid as much as he'll be
paid," Anderson's
agent, Reggie Turner,
commented
Wednesday.
Anderson, 25, is a
6-foot-7 forward. He was
the 27th pick overall' in

the draft. As a senior, he far apart.
reported to camp to
led Fresno State with an
The Cavaliers also an- prepare for this
average of 17.6 points a nounced that free agent weekend's Central Divigame. AS a member of forward Rudy Macklin sion summer league
the Cavaliers' team in was released Wednes- competition. Crompthe Southern California day to make room for ton's weight was one
Pro Summer League, he Dirk Minniffeld, a guard pound less than what he
averaged 18.7 points a from Kentucky, who weighed after joining
game to lead the team. played last season in the the team from Puerto
Cleveland's top draft Continental Basketball Rico of the CBA late last
choice, 7-foot Melvin Association. Minnifield season. However, it was
Turpin of Kentucky, re- was released Tuesday 13 pounds more than his
mains unsigned
by the Indiana Pacers.
weight at season's end.
Weltman said negotiaAlso on Wednesday,
"Obviously, his
tions have "had some the Cavaliers' 6-.10 weight lessens his
productive moments," center Geff Crompton, chances of making the
but the two sides remain weighing 343 pounds, club," Wellman said.

HOW TO
SAVE MONEY
ON YOUR
AUTO AND
HOMEOWNERS
INSURANCE.

0

Insure both your car and
home through us with
the State Auto Insurance
Converses You can get
a substantial reduction in
your premiums with our
Auto'Home Discount
Package
Genus for a money
saving quote
•.
hELLI

SALE STOREWIDE
$ 01 R88,
Levis Basic Jeans
v

it

'Esprit
•Polo

Purdont,
Thurman
& McNutt

•Lee
**Levis

That's it Levis

Den McNutt

Souffisido
Court So
753-4451
L Moto Auto
manessns Comp/ant*

•Campus
•Sedgefield

Olympic Plaza

I

-

753-6882
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•T' FOR TWO Murray ws•
represented by two
deebles teams in the
later stages of the
Kentucky Junior
Closed Tennis Tour
nament, both of
which were
eliminated in
quarterfinal action
Wednesday. (Left)
Leslie Foster awaits
the serve of her
teammate
Elizabeth Oakley in
girls lie competition while ( right)
Mike Wilkins and
Jon Mark Hall get
set for a return shot
in early-round action In boys Its.
Photos
Tuck

by

David

Hogancamp remains as last Murrayan in main draw

SCOREBOARD

Kentucky Closed winding down to finals
By JIM RECTOR
Watham of Owensboro.
Sports Editor
A roundup of the reSingles champion- maining players in each
ships were scheduled to of the singles and
be decided in four, doubles brackets after
possibly five, age Wednesday's competibrackets today in the tion are as follows:
Kentucky Junior Closed
Boys Ms Singles
Tennis Tournament
Today unseeded
which is being held on Bryan Minton of
courts at Murray State Louisville faced No.4
and throughout Chris Bohnert, also of
Calloway County.
Louisville, in the chamAccording to Del pionship match while
Purcell, tournament the playoff for third
director, the boys and place was between No.3
girls 12s and 14s, and Bernie Howard of
possibly the girls 18s Greensboro and unseedfinals were to be com- ed Nirav Patel of
pleted today along with Owensboro.
the boys and girls 12s
Boys 12s Doubles
doubles while the rest of
the singles and doubles
Minton also made the
finals are scheduled for finals of today's doubles
bracket after teaming
Friday.
Locally, only one Mur- with Bohnert. The
ray player remains in Louisville duo played
the tournament's main Brian Moore of Bowling
draw. Ellen Hogancamp Green and Todd Penrod
is teamed with of Owensboro for the
Paducah's Kelly title.
Girls 128 Singles
Haskins and the topTrue to their seeding;
seeded duo in girls 14s
was scheduled to play No.1 Tangerine Manntoday in the semifinals. ing of Lexington and
The final match is No.2 Leigh Miller of
slated for Friday at Louisville advanced to
today's championship
noon.
Two other Murray match. Manning handlduos came close to mak- ed Leslie- Mehlbauer of
ing the semifinal cuts in Louisville, 6-2, 6-0, in the
their respective divi- semis while Miller
sions, but both Leslie downed a determined
Foster -Elizabeth Allison Brown of
Oakley (girls 168) and Louisville, 3-6, 7-8 (7-4),
Mike Wilkins-Jon Mark 6-1. Mehlbauer and
Hall (boys 18s) were Brown will battle for
ousted in the third place today.
Girls 12$ Doubles
quarerfinals.
Manning and Miller
Foster-Oakley lost to
Carrie Adams-Mary teamed together to
Beth Mueler---04-- become the odds-on
Louisville, 6-4, 6-7 (7-4), favorite in the doubles
6-2; while Wilkins-Hall division. Although they
lost 6-4, 7-6 (7-3), to were the only seeded
Charlie Moore of team in the bracket,
Louisville and Scott they had to stop a tough

Purcell topples
Westphal, 6-1, 6-4
Murray tennis pro Mel Purcell advanced to
the second round of the $100,000 Head Classic
Tournament in Stowe, Vt., Wednesday by
defeating Michael Westphal of West Germany, 6-1, 6-4.
Today Purcell is scheduled to play No.2
seeded Aaron Krickstein of Grosse Point,
Mich.
Other results of Wednesday's first round action included Jose Higueras of Spain defeating
Frederik Pahlett of Sweden, 6-1, 6-4, and
Pablo Arraya of Peru recovered to beat Wally
Masur of Australia, 6-2, 0-6, 7-5

::::,,,,z; al .=mg anniaatrzaRi
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1971 Chevrolet Pickup
With Topper
-...-

Nice

2519"
DWAiN

TAYLOR

E-HEVROLET
753-2617

641 S. Murray

pair - SchwabFieldings - in a threeset semifinal match, 4.6,
6-3, 6-3. The other duo in
today's championship
was Huber-Brown.
Boys 14s Singles
The top four seeded
players moved into today's semifinals with
top-ranked Steve Rueff
of Louisville squaring
off against No.4 Warren
Watson of Henderson
and No.2 Andy
Schrecker of Louisville
going against No.3 Mark
Anderson of Prospect.
Anderson had one of the
tougher quarterfinal
matches, downing No.6
Brian Martin of
Owensboro, 7-6 (7-3),
6-2.
Boys 14s Doubles
The top four seeded
doubles teams made up
today's semifinal
bracket as No.1
Schracker-Anderson
was paired against No.4
Martin-Glasscock and
No.2 Rueff-Mather was
opposite No.3 Shea Watson. The final is set for
noon on Friday.
Girls 14s Singles
Third-ranked Susan
Duane remained as the
top seed in the semifinal
round after No.2
Stephanie Dixon was
upset by No.7 Elizabeth
Huber in the quarterfinals, 6-2, 3-6, 6-2.
Duane and Huber were
paired in the bottom
bracket while No.8
Susan Tyler and
Paducah's Kelly
Haskins filled the upper
bracket. Haskins, seeded fifth, pulled off a mild
upset by toppling No.4
Julie Dougherty of
Louisville, 3-6, 6-1, 6-4,
in the quarters
Wednesday.
Girls 14s Doubles
Haskins and Hogancamp make up the No.1
duo, playing DuaneTyler in the semifinals
today. At No.2,
Dougherty-McDonald
played Madauss-Crown
for the berth in the noon
finals on Friday.
Boys 16s Singles
Eighth-seeded Daniel
Rascoe of Owensboro
pulled off the biggest
upset of the afternoon,
Wednesday, as he clipped top-ranked Jeff
Lewandowski of
Louisville from the
main draw, 6-0, 6-1, in
quarterfinal action.
Rascoe moved into today's semifinals op-

posite No.4 George
Wagner of Louisville
who took three sets to
beat No.5 Chris Mather,
also of Louisville, 5-7,
6-2, 7-6 (8-6)
Second-seeded John
Langford of Georgetown
and No.3 Scott Campbell
of Louisville also made
the semis with two-set
quarterfinal victories.
The finals will be at 9
a.m. Friday.
Boys 16s Doubles
Going for the two berths in Friday's noon title
match were four teams
led by No.1 MarenRascoe. Henderson Wagner were the only
unseeded duo in the
semifinals, playing the
top-ranked pair today,
while in the opposite
bracket were No.2
Halligan-Meade and
No.3 McLean-Cassis.
Girls 16s Singles
Courtney Jones, No.1
from Lexington, took a
step closer to the individual crown by
ousting Lousville's No.8
Julie Abell, 8-4, 6-2, in
the quartersfinals.
Second-seeded Stacey
Greenbaum of
Louisville wasn't as
lucky in her bid to continue as No.7 Dawn
Brohman rallied for a
0-6, 6-3, 6-4, ticket to the
semis today opposite
No.3 Julie Guess. Both
Brohman and Guess are
from Louisville. Guess
had a three-set fight
with No.6 Sarah Rowan
of Louisville before
prevailing Wednesday,
6-2, 2-6, 6-3,
Fifth-seeded Julie
Varga of Louisville will
be Jones' competition in
the semis after she
handled unseeded Julie
Gering, 6-0, 6-0, in the
quarters
Girls 18s Doubles
Guess and Cindy
Cheatham of Prospect
make up the top-ranked
duo which took on
unseeded Metzger Hayden in today's
semifinal match. The
No.2 doubles team of
Rowan-Brohman batted Adams-Mueler in the
other semi match today.
The final is at noon
Friday.
Boys 186 Singles
True to seeding form.
the top four players
moved into today's
semifinals with No.1
Rocky Mason of Lexington batting No.4 Gil
Haugh of Louisville and

UNIVERSITY
BARBER SHOP
8th Year
„
'Anniversary

No.2 Rex Ecarma of
Louisville taking on
No.3 David Rueff of
Louisville. Haugh had
the hardest road to the
semis after wrestling
with unseeded David
Neal of Louisville, 6-2,
5 - 7 , 6 -4 , in the
quarterfinals
Boys 18s Doubles
Ecarma-Haugh form
the top-seeded duo going
against Moore-Watham
In today's semifinal
match. In the opposite
bracket, No.2 Zak-Neal
was paired against a
surprisingly resilient
Paducah pair - Tyler
Prince and Chris Dallas
- who edged
Lewandowski-Burton,
7-6 (7-5), 6-4, in the
quarterfinals. The final
match is set for 2 p.m.
Friday.
Girls Its Singles
The championship in
this division could be
decided today, according to Tourney Director Purcell. depending
upon the decision of the
finalists as to whether
they want to play immediately or wait until
Friday.
The decision will be
up to No.2 Sally Henle of
Louisville who knocked
off Paducah's Cathy
Thweatt, 6-0, 6-1, and
unseeded Michelle
Bryan of Louisville who
upset No.1 Dee Cannon
of Lexington, 6-3, 6-0, in
Wednesday's
semifinals. Cannon and
Thweatt will play for the
third and fourth spots.
Girls its Doubles
Four teams remained
in the semifinals with
Schneider-Tucker and
Cannon -Jones contesting for one finals
berth and ThweattWhaley of Lone Oak
tackling Henley-Varga
for the other.

Major League Baseball
NATIONAL LEAGUE
AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST DIVISION
EAST DIVISION
W
L
Pct
GB
W
L
Pct
GB
Chicago
70
50
583 Detroit
78
43
645 New York
66
51
564
24
Toronto
68
Si
371
9
Philadelphia 62 55
520 654
Baltimore
62
57
521 15
St Louis
59 60
496 IDie
Boston
62 57
521 15
Montreal
58 60
492 11
New York
62 37
521 15
Pittsburgh
51
86
425 19
illiwatikee
52 09
430 98
WEST OfY751069
Cleveland
51
70
471 27
San Diego
71
48
597 WEST DIVISION
Atlanta
62 58
517 94
Minnesota
62
56
526 Lori Angeles
60 61
416 12
California
61
58
513
154
Newton
60 12
452 1214
Chicago
58
61
487
44
Cincinnati
51
70
421 21
Kanaai City
58 61
487
404
San Francisco 46
71
388 2404
Oakland
58
63
479 554
9/•*.saeleyii Garms
Seattle
54
67
446
Montreal tOast Francisco 3
Texas
52
68
432 11
Atlanta 7, Pittsburgh 3
Wednesday's Glenn
Cincinnati 3. St Louie 2. 11
New York 3. SoatUe 2
innings
Cleveland 16. Toronto 1, let game
Houston 6, Chicago 2
Cleveland 1, Toronto 3 Bid game
San Diego 4, Philadelphia 3
13 Innings
New York 3, Loe Angeles 2
- Oakland 6. Baltimore 1
Thursday's Games
Detroit 8. California 3
Philadelphia at San Diego, In/
Pittsburgh at Atlanta. In,
Montre•lat San Francisco, In 1
Orli), games scheduled Erday's Ganes
Hounton at Pittsburgh, In,
Chicago at Cincinnati, in)
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Atlanta at St Louis. In,
BATTING 1260 let betel-Gwynn.
Montreal at San DIego, (no
Elms 1311•E0. .364
S•ndberg.
Philadelphia at Los Angels.. la)
Chicago, .328; Dentter. Chicago,
New York at San Francisco, In/
319: Crut, Houston. 313:
Washington, Atlanta, 310
RUNS-Sandberg, Chicago. 75.
Samuel, Philadelphia, 72. Wiggins,
Son Diego, Ti. Murphy, Atlanta, O.
Wednesday s Sports Transactors*
Dernier. Chicago. 66, Gwynn, San
BASEBALL
Dlego, 68: Rain., Montreal, W.
Amman League
HOME RUNS-Murphy, Atlanta.
KANSAS CITY ROYALS - Sign
26, GC•rter. Montreal. 21,
eti /lucky Dent. shortstop. to a free
Schmidt, Philadelphia, 21, Maragent contract Switched Frank
shall, Los Angeles, 18, Strawberry,
Willa, pitcher, from the 15-day to
New York, 17.
the 11-day disabled list and met
STOLEN BASES-Samuel,
him to Omaha of the American
Philadelphia. 50, Wiggins, San
Amociation for rehabilitation
Diego. 44, Rainem. Montreal, 37,
Nabonal Leaser
B.G.,. Glen tiumti. 36. Derrder,
PHILADELPHIA PHILLIES Chlo•10- 54
Placed Charles Hudson pitcher. on
PITCHING 19
the 15-day disabled Hat retroactive
decisions 1 -Sutcliffe. Chicago.
to August 10
• MO. 2 45, Soto, Cincinnati, 11.4,
BASKETBALL
713, 322; Ormco. New York. 8-3,
Nabonal Basketbad Assedatico
.777, 2.11. Darling. New York. 10-4.
CLEVELAND CAVALIERS .714, 1.37, PPeres. Atlanta. 10-4,
Signed Ron Anderson. forward. ton
714, 4.32.
multi year contract
Released
STRIKEOUTS-Gooden. New
Rudy Macklin. forward
York. 116; V•leneuela, Los
INDIANA PACERS - Cut Kenny
Angeles. 167. Ryan, Houston. 127.
Nett, forward
Soto. Cinelnnati. 119: Carlton.
LOS ANGELES LAKERS Philadelphia. 112.
Signed Earl Jones. center. to a one
SAVES•Sutter, StLouls, 17.
year contract
Announced that
Holland. Philadelphia. 23.
George Singleton (orward. has
LeSmith, Chicago. 23. Gnaw,
signed to play with Valladolid In
San Dtego 21. Oroeco, New York,
Spain
11

League Leaders

Transactions

outh 12th

At
1983
Sale
Prices

Thrt.i Ally., •

HOME RUNS-Arms,.. Boston. 31,
Kingman, Oakland. 75, L.NParrizh.
Detroit. 25, Kittle, Chicago, 24;
Thornton. Cleveland, 34
STOLEN BASES- RHendervon,
Oakland. 47, Pettis. California. 40,
Collins. Toronto. 38, Butler.
Cleveland. 36. Garcia, Toronto. 34.
PITCHING 110 dectsions -Leal.
Toronto. 12-2, 837. SO, GD•vis.
Baltimore. 12-4. .750, 2.41, Stie13,
Toronto, 12-4, 750. 739. Petty.
Detroit. I4-5, .737, 3.00, LSanchea.
California. 7.3. .700. 2 35.
Rasmussen. New York, 7.3. 705.
4 74. Rosen., Detroit. 7-3. 700.
3 53
STRIKEOUTS-Witt. Callfornia.
143. Langston. Seattle. 136. Staab.
'Toronto. 121: Hough. Teta!, 120;
Guidry. New York. 115
SAVES.Quisenberry, Kansan City, 30; Caudill, Oakland. 26, Her.
nandea. Detroit. 24
Fingers
Milwaukee. 23 . FIDavls. Mirmesota.
42

Southside Center

10.99%*
PLUS...

Envoy the benefits of Case
exclusive hydraulic dross - buy
your Case tractor now Outing
Our Fall Sale and get all you
can get in tractor performance

Walter Wyatt

With T hiq Sri

AlIEJUCAN LEAGUE
BATTING 1216 at batal.Whtheld.
New York. 347. Mattingly. New
York. 137. Hrbek. Minnesota. .324,
Collins Toronto. 319, EMurray,
Baltimore. .315.
RUNS•DwEvans, Boston. 86,
FtHenderson, Oakland. 75, AM..
Boston. 73. Butler, Cleveland. 73
Momby, Toronto. 72.

street 753-8971

IN ADOMON
TO HIGH YIELD..
. cheek out the other pluses. benefit,
and the flexibility offered bs
Edw•rel 1.1 Jones & Co.'s Dads
Passport Cash Trust against the manes
market account, offered by banks and
using.: and loan auociations

Easy to()sorsa,Easy to own

309 N 16th Sr
Nest to Granny's Porch
753-1953
Acid Balance Shampoos, Condttioners, kid-skarn
RK & Image Products

Teta. 6, Chicago 5. 10 Inning,
Milwaukee 8. Itinneaots 4
Kansas City 13. Boston 8
Thursday's Games
Calitornla I RomartIck 10.101 at
Detroit i Morris 15-8.
Toronto iStieb 12.4, rit Cleveland
i Farr 3-9.. n
liflrineeota iSmitivon 12-9) at
Boston i Clemens 74j. I n
Oakland i Sorensen 4-111 at
Baltimore Davis 1291. In)
Seattle 1Barolas 7.41 at New
York i Niekro 14-61. ICI
Kansas City I Leibrahdt 44, at
Texas i Mason 8-9,, In ,
Only games scheduled
Fridays Gaines
Toronto at Chicago, tn./
Milwaukee at Cleveland, In.'
Minnesota at Horton, In I
Seattle at Detroit, In,
Oakland e New York, In)
(..lifornia at Baltimore, In)
Kansas City at Texas. Ini

rni'm_e_••d°

9.814 APR Financing
AvsEabes
There is•Case

your budget

Oa Mamie
6880 Plonrami
',goo
,
•oo _
2000 _
2400
2100
3200
1600 .

University Barber Shop

NW',"

Do it yourself...save big bucks.'
Car & truck oarts...save 10-50%

HAVE You SEEN WHAT
EDWARD D.JONES & CO.'S
DAILY PASSPORT CASH TRUST
IS UP To LATELY?,.....

Don Kilcoyne and Walter Wyatt of the
University Barber Shop would like to take
thit opportunity to thank each & everyone
of their customers for their continued
patronage. To better serve you the Univer
y pB
.arber Shop has added to its staff
s
sitho
Walter formerly of the Southside Barber

SO' Off Soot,

ma
Maei
Your discount • arts su smart

V NIE.

tudinir • tree prrov.ectus .1111 [lir
For wee remplele.nlormation
yield, advivori fees •nd other elven..., ,on.art ,nor F do ard I) Ion,
& Co terreoentatise Prow re.11 h.. ,141.91•1.1.41.1., 1 •ref gall, he-loin
inve•stIox Of tending moo'.

tractor to fit
R. Randall Soladin
522 Mitt Mein
502-753-74101
.

_31161
31 4$
22
011
858 68
00563

'

4ii

rriEdward O. Jones

IAA"
Mambo Now net Moo. F.rnonom Inc
'
Mernee. Serhenres emperor ammeter,Corporation

McKee! tquipment Co.
0411010,
,
1,0l0( A.

Or ha SOU,
/IAA& 0/

.011 11001
•••• .0

Compound Effective Yield Thbe effective yield represents
W ennuelization of it.. 7-day return of 10 54% ending Aug
14 The awing* partfoliolmaturity was 37 days This yield
will vary as short teen, interest rates change
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U Kings RI: 10-141
Desirous that his people should worship God
properly, Josiah gave
orders to Hilkiah, the
high priest, for the
house of the Lord to be
repaired.
In the process of
clearing 'away the rubbish from the temple,
This lesson reminds youth, the degeneracy workmen
found an old
us that God controls, of his people, and the
scroll, the Book of the
directs and enables in- fact that his father was Law in the
Scriptures,
dividuals to bring na- one of the worst men buried in
the debris
tions back to Him
who ever reigned over
When Shaphan, the
II Kings 22:1
Judah. Instead of king's servant,
inquired
Ascending the throne following in the steps of of
Hilkiah as to how the
at the age of eight, his father, Josiah "did repairing of the house of
Josiah's handicaps in. that which was right In the Lord
was progresseluded his extreme the sight of the Lord."
ing, he was shown the
Book of the Law. He
read it, took it to Josiah
and read it to him
Friday, Aug. 17
"
114411P2ArlIN
Distressed over how
8 PM-Midnight
far his people had
Enjoy The Big Band
departed from the
Sounds Of
revealed will of God,
and the inevitable
Jack Staulcup Band
punishment that
appearing at the
awaited them, Josiah
Barn Restaurant
decided to search for a
South Fulton, TN
prophet to ascertain if
For Reservations or More Information
punishment might be
Call 1901/ 479-2654
averted
Josiah's emissaries

RENT-TO-OWN
FOR LESS!
COLORTYME

sunday school
lesson
by h.c. chiles

ONLY AT

No Creditors Checked

Free Service & Delivery
No Deposit Required
No Long Term Obligation

759-4487

TYME)

204 South 4th
Murray — (Closed Wed.)
444-6666
711 Jefferson-Paducah

TV•Video•Audio•Appliances

Visit Shellie In The Deli For
•Party Tray's
•BBQ Shoulders
•Pit Baked Hams
•Turkey Breasts

Ce1.141,
2141.10

found Hulciah the pro- required
phetess and asked her if
Without hesitation
this disaster might be Josiah stood in a promiaverted. Huldah inform- nent place before his
ed Josiah that the people, dedicated
penalties had been in- himself to God, pledged
curred and would be in- his loyalty to God, and
flicted, but assured him promised to be faithful
that, because of his ge- to God's Word to pap,
nuine repentance, very limit of his ability.
earnest prayers, and
By a rising vote the
sincere efforts at refor- people promptly and
mation, they would be solemnly declared their
withheld until he adherence to the covedeparted this life. That nant and pledged
assurance proved to be themselves to worship,
encouraging and com- obey and serve God
forting to the godly king. Thus it was evident that
God's Word exerted a
purifying power, not onII Kings 23:2-3
Thoroughly convinced ly in Josiah's personal
that the scroll had life, but also In the afrecorded on it God's fairs of the nation.
message to his people.
Josiah afforded all
Josiah sent his
messengers to summon who read these scripthe prophets, priests tures a splendid examand populace to a great ple of what God can and
will do with and through
mass meeting
To this vast assembly a life that is truly our:
Josiah read, or caused rendered and obedient
to be read, "all the to Him. Only as the
words of the book of the Word of God becomes a
covenant," in order that part of us will our lives
the hearers might be fruitful and be lived
understand what God to the glory of God.

00D FoLK

GOOD THRU
8-16 THRU 8-23

Kraft

IRA CL
WHIP

Godchaux
PEPSI
I

COLA

16 oz. 8 pk.
All Flavors

$ 1 39

t

Plus Deposit
E.psili
9
7

Atitioliulidl
11.M.
Purchase Excluding Odery
Tobacco Products nd
Drenks On Special

ndt.
rs #741

;'.

BONUS SPECIAL
WITH '150° ORDER

1:, i14.J .4,111,11o11.11
"kir.

base(4.1 ilithyt,) r),,i/
PrOtiL14 t, AM/

(

DMA, Oil Siq.1 la!

BOTH SPECIALS
WITH '30c.° ORDER

A

L THREE SPECIALS
WITH '45" ORDER
Greer Freest9ne

PEACHES

For the brands you know
jfff
Bama Strawberry

Paramount Kosher 16 oz.

PRESERVES

'139

DILL MIDGETS
MUSHROOMS

3 oz.

JUICE

79°

5 Lb.

79°

N,.;din'.,,,) Pain ake & waffle

SYRUP Save 99

5 Lb.

124 oz.

BLEACH

79°

89°

BUTTERMILK %

TEA BAGS..

OLIVE OIL save $249
1 Lb. Bus

79

Kee'blor
$ 1 99

TART SHELLS Save 99'

99°

Buy 1 Get 1 Free
Buy All 3 And Save 54.47

Prairie Farms

Lipton 100 Ct.

CRACKERS

Pompearon 16 or

Buy 1 Get 1 Free

CONDENSED MILK

49°

$ 1 49

Sunshine Krispy

32 oz. $ 1 29

Eagle Brand 14 oz
14 or.

18 ni

Buy 1 Get 1 Free

New Vivid Color Safe

Roberts Vanilla

WAFFERS.

16 or.

TOPPING.

79°

Martha White Self Rising

MEAL

29

Smuckers Ice Cream

Martha White Plain

FLOUR

16 or. $

Real Lemon

B&B Crowns-SLices-Stems & Pieces

PEANUT BUTTER

Buy 1 Get 1 Free

gal.

LIQUID
$ 1 49
324)1
Giant Sire, TO!'

"4..„

US

DETERGENT

s Best Sliced

$ 1 99

SLAB
BACON

49 4,,
3 4 Lb Pher

3 4 Lh Pkg

PI.11111.

Farms

2% MILK

eh/veers lies( DO/

Home Grown Yellow

$32 SQUASH
.: White Seedless

TURKEY
BREAST

Abe.

lb

new

lb

Tree Ripened

()Melts

R,-.1 (h.?,

ROAST BEEF
thvonst ll, .!

B-B-Q BEEF

410-

$429

best Deh

GRAPES

'149
'239

39° PEPPERED
BEEF
,,,,,-,
79° CORNED BEEF

-

.•

$42
4...
$42r NI,
$32Pk

B-B-0 RIBS

$298,

CHEESE

$23M

THE MURRAY LEDGES I TIMES

ASHLAND, Ky. (API
— Design and land acquisition are the next
steps for the proposed
$450 million AA
Highway. the controversial and recently remapped route between northern and northeastern
Kentucky,
But the state
Transportation Cabinet
is not purchasing land
yet for the 111-mile
road, known as the AA
Highway because it

originally was conceived to link Ashland with
Alexandria in Campbell
County.
The project is in the
design phase, cabinet
spokesman Mark
Roberts said Wednesday, and property appraisals and purchases
are not made until
design work is far
enough along to know
what land would be
needed.
The highway route

was redrawn after hear- ed route through farms,
ings by Transportation fields and woods to tie in
Secretary Floyd Poore with Interstate 275 at
earlier this year in Kentucky 9
Campbell County at its
The final plan. anwestern end. Maysville nounced by Poore in
In the middle of the April, makes greater
route and Ashland at the use of existing state
eastern end
routes 8, 10 and 11 and
The project had been ties the highway in with
put on hold in January lnterstates 275 and 471
after 500 people turned at Brent in Campbell
out at a public hearing County
last year in Campbell
After arguments
County, most of them among officials in
objecting to the propos- Carter, Boyd, Greenup

GARFIELD
0000 MORNINE),FERN. NOW MOOT
A DRINK OF WATER,LITTLE FRIEND?

HOW NICE,GARFIELP. I'M GLAD
TO 8E.E YOL1 TAKE AN IN1ERE5T
IN MAI FERN

BEETLE BAILEY
THOSE GUYS
CA'T
N DO

ANYTHING
RIGHT!

ai4

.1 TOLD THEM TO
STAY HERE AND
WORK ON NEIR
CAMOUFLAGE!

GET OFF
tkAY
STOMACH!
t

GET
LOST,
FATS&

ri a
U90
l
Aktf
4,14

and Lewis counties, a
two-prong plan for the
eastern segment was
developed that the four
counties could agree on
The route is to split at
Vanceburg, about 40
miles west of Ashland,
with a 30-mile southern
fork to Grayson in
Carter County and a
18-mile northern fork to
the Greenup Lock and
Dam, 20 miles north of
Ashland
That will connect with
a new bridge being built
at the dam to link U.S.
23 on the Kentucky side
of the Ohio River and
U.S. 52 on the Ohio side.
A $300 million
economic development
bond issue will help
finance the road, with
$237 million of that
available for spending
In the next two-year
budget period.
That will cover the
$213 million first phase,
Including construction
of 54 miles from Brent to
Maysville and design of
the road's eastern section, but completing the
eastern section will require additional appropriations in the 1988
General Assembly,
Poore said.

THURSDAY. AUGUST IS. ifes

MURRAY WOMAN'S
CLINIC
CONRAD H. JONES, M.D.
GENE COOK, M.D.
THOMAS L. GREEN, M.D.
ANNOUNCES THE ASSOCIATION OF

LEWIS DRAKE, M.D.
FOR THE PRACTICE OF

OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY
AT
305 SOUTH EIGHTH
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
HOURS BY APPOINTMENT
TELEPHONE: (502) 753-9300

In 1961, former Nazi
Adolf Eichmann was
sentenced to death in
Jerusalem.

,
111"
".
4/111117
61

,41/11magrimmswwwwwwww,
Radio Shack is
Your Clear Choice
For Quality and Value

HERE COMES NE
FANTASTIC FORWARD
RUNNING DIVE...

1.4 uni8114.11811•841kor,"

8— 18

FOLLOWED BY THE
FANTASTIC MIDAIR
TURNAROUND!

Compares
With Antennas
Costing Up to
50°0 More!

BLONDIE
ARE YOu

REAM' FOR
mR DUAMrTT'S
LECTUQE

Enjoy the REM Fall TV season and football action with a vivid color picture!
Replace your indoor or worn-out outdoor antenna with our new dual-drive
SuperColor Special and see the sharp picture arid brilliant color your set was
designed to deliver. Improves black-end-white TV, too. Also connects to your
hi-ti system to pull in a strong FM stereo signal with full channel separation.
Wide-swept 60° elements pull in maximum available signal on every station
within range. Gold-alodized finish fights corrosion. Preassembled—install it
yourself and save! #15-1711

3 ANTENNAS IN 1

VHF•UHF•FM
Cog GUEST
IS GOING TO
BE LATE

NE COULDN'T
GET ANY OF HIS
CARS STARTED

CHARGE IT
(MOST STORES)

Hurry In for Huge Savings on These Sale-Priced tems
Slim-Style Cassette Recorder

Deluxe AM/FM Pocket Radio
By Realistic

39%
Off

Steakfingsrs, French Fries, Toasted Bun,
Slaw, Kosher DM Pickle and Reg Drink

1.99
Good Aug. 17-23

Try T.J.'s for Bar-B Q at Its very best!

Ti's Bar-B-Q & Burgers
Chestnut St.

PAGE 11

Murray

753-0043

• Take Your Favorite Musk Anywhere

Great for work or school. Tape
Counter and cue/review help you
find selections fast. Auto-stop, builtin mike, auto-level recording, tone
control,'aux input. External mike
and speaker iacks. AC/battery operation. 114-1010 Beit•nes *era

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

•Includes Earphone and Wrist Strap
Save $7 07 -Side-mounted controls for easy
one-hand operation. High sensitivity and ceramic filters for great recen.2'12' speaker,
telescoping FM antenna. r4102
2
sassy wars

r

• edv-vrv ^••••,,

Worm,

PRICES APPLY AT PARTICIPATING STORES AND DEALERS

PAGE II
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
Au

2

2

ATTENTION

Happy
18th
Birthday,
Karen

AUCTIONEERS
Murray State
University is accepting
until
August 24, 1984 at
10:00 AM, bids for
Auctioneering Services during a

Surplus Equipment
Sale to held on
Saturday.
September 15, 1984
Material to be sold
may be seen and
bid forms may be
picked up by contacting Bob Moyer.
Purchasing Dept..
Murray
State
University, Murray. KY 42071.
Telephone
502/762-4435.

6

LYNDIA Cochran
Dance and Gymnastics
Register Now' 753-4647

Jirn Sutter & Jerry
Henry will be in our
showroom from
6:30-8:00 Mon.,
Tues., Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.

Cali 759-956
after 4 p m

5. Lost and Found

4".

x•....11U.V.

FOR SALE

Do you have:
A Weight Problem?
Diabetes?
High Blood Pressure?
We have an answer!
Call 753-7863

WHIRLPOOL

New shipment from
Pis. York.
Partial List_ Wood Chippendale dealt Credenza
and phone stand Very
large selection of metal
desk chairs, files.
tabies, bookcases, excellent quality and
condition
CRYTS USED
OFFICE FURNITURE
1016 Jefferson
Paducah 442-4302

Help Wanted

ARTIST'S Models.
Contemporary parttime, $5 per hour.
Experience and artistic
sensitivity preferred.
Work will be assigned
according to need for
•
II
models for tall semester
1985. Contact Art Dept..
Murray State University . 7 6 2 . 3 7 8 4
easHL- .114111Ve..reswsna
E.0.E./ MY.
LP A needed to handle
MURRAY State Un- all facets of accounting
iversity will have high on a corporation taxes
quality alfalfa hay for and financial modeling
sale at $2.00 per bale
for a fast growing
Hay will be picked up in nationwide transports.
field. Contact MSU lion carrier We offer an
Agriculture Depart- excellent starting
salment at 762-3327
ary, competitive benefit
t'ANRLlNG Paneling! package and personal
Paneling! Lots of col- growth opportunity.
ors. 64.75 and up. Mid- Please send your reSouth Wholesale, 342 E
sume including salary
Washington, Paris, TN.. history to P.O. Box 402,
901-642-2552.
Murray, Ky. 42071.
opporDAILY CAR RENTAL EXCELLENT
tunity. Need assistant
LONG TERM LEASE
manager. Lady with
ASK GENE
ability to train and
supervise sales people
AT
DWAIN TAYLOR after short training
period. For interview
CHEVROLET
send name and phone
753-2617
number to P.O. Box 252,
Murray, Ky.
QUASER wireless re- PULL Time job opening
mote video recorder Four Seasons Nursery
with 14 day programand landscaping. 753ming. Only $8.00 week. 9946 after 5p.m.
Rudolph Goodyear. 763NEED someone to mow
0596.
my yard. 753-9208 after
TI-10SE interested in a ;Ftnii)
healthy nutritious way
someone 0
-73
to loose _10-29 lbs per
spring cleaning. 753month. 100 percent
5365.
money back guaranPROCESS MAIL. 175 per
teed. 753-5365
hundred! No experience.
Part or full time. Start
immediately. Details.
send self-addressed
stamped envelope to CRI•
Vinyl Matching
N41, Box 9014, Stuart, FL
Couch & Chair
33496.
or LPN wanted to
$100.00 Call kN
work in busy, es753-8035.
tablished physician's
office. Hrs. 8-5,
Monday•Friday with
occasional overtime.
Excellent fringe benefits. Send resumes to
P.O. Box 1040 A.
Murray.
E
RETARYReceptionist in Dental
office. Involves typing.
filing, appointment
scheduling, bookkeep•
ing and phone skills. A
lot of responsibility and
a lot of hard work are
required. Please send a
15 cu.
chest type freezer with detailed resume to P.O.
steel lever and 5 year Box 1040 K. Murray,
food protection Ky..
warranty. $5 50 week
Rudolph Goodyear. 763- RETARY/Receptionist wanted for busy
0665.
WHIRLPOOL 18,006 physician's office.
BTU air conditioner Duties include handling
with copper coils and 2 insurance, billing,
phones. etc. Typing
directional air flow
skills preferred. ExcelOnly $6.50 week
Rudolph Goodyear, 753- lent fringe benefits.
Hours 8-5, Monday.
0695.
Friday with occasional
overtime. Job requires
responsible friendly
Kitchen table with
person with position
6 chairs, metal
attitude. Send resumes
to P.O. Box 1040 C,
with yellow & gray
Murray.
formica top $30.
SO EONE to do
Also B/W T.V. in
bushhogging work.
Contact Bill Hooper.
old type cabinet
Kentucky Lake Lodge.
.v. doesn't work)
WANTED secretary 26
hour a week permanent
$25. Metal 4 shelf
job in city. No dictation.
stand
$10.
Good working conditions. typing and ad435-4354 after 6
ding machine skills
p.m.
Send resume to P.O.
Box 1010 B. Murray.

Home Furniseirypi

*RETAIL
MANAGEMENT*
Immediate oppor.
[unities as a result of
our expansion program Qualified applicants must possess
a minimum of 3-5
years retail management experience .
Salary commensurate
experience
with
Fullest
health
benefits, retirement
Income and bonus
Training positions
open locally. Ability to
relOtateVilpful Apply in person, Mon. 12-8
p.m., Fashion Bug,
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center. Murray.

Olds-Pont Cad Buick

6

IC

CHEST of drawers,
, bedroom
suites, couches and
chairs, dinette suites,
glasses and dishes,
coffee tables, end
tables, r•nges, refrigerators, washers
Lowest prices anywhere on used furniture
and appliances 'Trash
and Treasure. SOS Coldwater Road, Murray
753-4569

Office Furniture

LOST Female Golden
!FIBERGLASS Panels! Retriever Reddish.
White or green, 844 75. goldAnswers to
Nugget" Lost from
10-$5.85: 1246.96. MidSouth Wholesale, 342 Carter School area Was
East Washington, wearing flea collar and
I D tag 753-5359 from
Paris, Tn., 901-642-2562
8-5, 753-6986 after 5p m
MALE Brittany
EED A LOGO)
Spaniel, dark brown
A neer dosage,to. v.ur
and v.hite, has a gold
ca•O stoe• 11.1.3,10,/ etc I
collar 753-8146
clnotclualuod clasysongs cone at
nusondde role

Help Wanted

MONEYMAKING
books Up to $750 next
weekend guaranteed'
Send for Free Information Pander Publishing
Company
'Dept " A
Box SI, New Concord.
n
Iti
r 4210
Responsible mature lady to keep
2 children from 2 305 30 daily On my home
for working mother
Must have references
753-8393 after Sp m

19

Equipment

1965 GMC 2 ton Grain
Truck, good condition
753-8274.
NECK•Over trailer,
tandem axle with loading ramps, like new.
492-8425
20

9

Farm

Sports Equipment

24. Miscall
NO 2 Shingles-$17.ga
sq ; 15-lb felt 44 70,
4-CD $11 50. Mid-South
Wholesale, 342 East
Washington, Parts, TN
9014142-2662.
RFIXT(15"
-front 1
Cassette -Recorder
Programmable 7 day 1
event timer Records up
to 8 hours $399 96 Coast
to Coast Hardware,
71S11-81104
SOLID Railroad Ties. Si
and up 753-2905 or
436-4343 or 435-4319
P A G NUM peat
moss, 6 cubit ft bales,
46.69. Gas Weed Eaters.
15 inch cutting path,
$99.88 Coast to Coast
Hardware, 753.8804.
WHIRLPOOL
Microwave oven, 700
watts cooking power,
large 1.3 cubit ft. interior. $4.00 a week. Call
Rudolph Goodyear, 7530696
27.

Mobile Homes for Se*

12x60 MOBILE Home.
BR. 2 bath. Can be seen
at Kenlake Trailer
Park 602.937-9676
evenings.
12x64 FLEETWOOD, I
BR, 1;4 bath, large
utility room, new carpet, partial furnished,
ready for occupancy.
Days. 753-6877 Nights,
753-8804
14x65 2 BR, 2 bath, New
Moon mobile home. Set
up in Fox Meadows.
Call 753-6420 after 5p.m.
1964 RENTUMCIAN
mobile home. 10x46, 2
BR Priced to sell.
759-1319 or 763-8673.
1969 VALANT mobile
home, 12x40, 14 BR,
living room, kitchen,
$2,200. 474-2267.
1074 NEW Moon 12x65,
central heat and air,
washer, dryer Phone
437-4M3.
1077 SCHL'LTZ, 14x70, 3
bedroom bath and 1/2,
lots of extras. Call
753-1560 after 3 PM
1979 14x70, 3 BR unfurnished expect for
stove and refrigerator.
753-2407.
1979 ATLANTIC 12x52
mobile home, $5,500.
492-8989 after 5p.m.
1980 HOLIDAY 24x6S
double wide to be
moved off lot. Lived in 3
years. 3 BR, 3 bath,
fireplace with wood
stove, some appliances
included. Appointments
only 753-2861.

Situation Wanted
ADUCAH tiunshow,
CARPENTER. 26 years
experience. Building, Saturday and Sunday,
repairs, additions Free 10-5. Buy•Sell-Trade
estimate Working in 851-3377 Jaycee Civic
Murray area. Call col- Center.
lect. Farmington, 345- purger Redhawk 44
Magnum pistol, like
2024
MOTHER will do new, $300 firm. 437-4290.
babysitting. Have re- 22 .
Musical
ferences. 759-9260.
SPUN ShaLE mother PIANO, Baldwin upwants to babysit babies right, quality instru
and small children. 4 ment has been reyears experience Call conditioned, with
bench. 753-8585.
759-1692.
TRUMPHET and ac10. Business Opportunity
cessories. $125. 759-4840.
STEEL Building De24. Miscellaneous
alership to apply:
Wedgcor MFG (303) LASE 14 h.p. lawn
759-3200 Ext. 2406
tractor with 44 inch
mower and 1,000 lb.
15. Articles for Sale
capacity dump cart.
1982
model with leas
14, PRICE Sale. Food
Dehydenators Harvest than 100 hrs. use. Like
new.
$2,950. Call 763Maid brand. 4 models to
choose from
While 5890 after 6p.m
supply lasts. Wallin CLEARY Satellite
Systems
11 ft.
Hardware, Paris, Tn.
6,000 rrn..7 air conditio- fiberglass dishes or 10
ft.
spun aluminum.
ner, $100. 753-8788.
01-1. Sale Coal Lump Starting at $1,550 inEgg or Stoker Call or stalled. Call anytime,
write Ed !pock, RI 1, 436-2838.
Dawson Springs, 42408. FOR Sale FAS Red Oak,
41.50 Bd. Ft. No 1 28. Mobile Homes for Rent
502-797-831.8,
Oak, 41.10 Bd.
ICE Machines, 1 cuber, Common
OR 8 BR furnished,
1 flaker. 350 pound Ft. Walnut, 41.10 Bd. Ft. carpeted, new furnicapacity. Good condi- All Kiln Dried. 1-901-247- ture, air conditioned,
5599.
tion 4850 per machine.
LA, a horse, wheel natural gas. Shady
623-6617 after 5p.m.
Oaks, 753-5209,
MAYTAG gas dryer for horse of course. at 1983 MOBILE Home 10x40
sale, excellent condi- prices and even furnished, Prefer one
tion. Call 753-3321 After cheaper. See Keith at person. Near UniversStokes Tractor,
5p.m. call 753-0791
ity. Phone 753-3896 after
753-1319.
SEARS 20 cu. ft. Up- LARGE, Large. Large
right Freezer, 2 years selections of storage NICE 2 BR mobile
old
Like new. $300. buildings in stock for home for singles only.
753-3006 evenings.
immediate delivery. 763-9549
SET of racks for long ACREE PORTABLE
wide wheel base BUILDINGS, Mayfield, 29. Heating and Cooling
Chevrolet truck and Ky. 247-7/331.
!SING Wood Heaters for
Antique Oak living NEw Shipment! Just mobile homes UL aproom rocker, 54" round Arrived! Doors-Interior proved. $299.99 Wallin
walnut dining table with and Exterior, $5.00 and Hardware. Paris.
claw feet. Take best up. Mid-South Wholesoffer. 49-2808.
ale, 342 East 30. Business Rentals
TIME to give that room Washington, Paris, TN.
a new look? /
1
2"-t'xi2' 901-642-2552.
Mini
Sheetrock, $6.25. Mid South Wholesale, 342 side. 22 Cu, ft. reWarehouse
East Washington, frigerator with ice
Storage Space
Paris, Tn. 901-642-2552.
maker Tempered glass
WHIRLPOOL large shelves, porcelain on
For Rent
capacity 3 cycle, 4 steel interior. $12.00
753-1492
temperature dryer. week. Call Rudolph
$4.00 week. Call Goodyear, 783-0605.
Rudolph Goodyear, 7530595.
PART TIME JOB
WHIRLPOOL large
capacity Kosher,
FULL
TIME BENEFITS
cycle, 3 water levels.
The Kentucky Army National Guard
$5.50 a week. Call
is more than a part time job.
Rudolph Goodyear, 7530595.
IT'S A CAREER!

wnnkruraar-zsrd7-7

16.

Home Furnishings

PC Oak antique BR
set. Call 753-1874 before
3p m., 759-1446 after
4p.m.
METAL 1Kliclien -Tare
with 6 chairs, yellow
and gray formica top
Must sell, 626. 436-4354
after 630 p.m.
SOFA and chair, brown
brocade, $50. Hotpoint
dryer. $50. 3 door
Frigidaire refrigerator,
6350, round oak pedestal
table, new, $125. 30 It,
aluminum ladder, $50.
753-8220.
TMET black and .
Plaid couch with matching chair. 753-0942
after Vr m.
11/7ES.N style couch
and matching chair.
$100. Kitchen table and
chain, 4150. 759-9428 or
753-4454.

WANTED
Sales person with manager
capabilities, automotive or
tire experience preferred.
Send resume with salary
requirements to P.O. Box
385 Fulton, Ky. 42041

•High School Seniors - Join now, attend basic
training after graduation
•Salitry Range - S76_48-6307.16 for 2 days
•Career Training - Earn while you learn
•Educational Assistance
$4,000 bonus
•Cash Bonus - 41.500 or $2,000 cash bonus
Call 502-753-4042 or 1-800-372-7601

32

Apts for

Rent

tt lakefront apt In
1
Panaramu Snores Appliances furnished, no
children or pets Lease
deposit required Call
436-2464.
BR furnished apt
near downtown and
large 1 BR apt. 420 S
8th Lease and deposit
required
No pets
Adults only 753-9208
after sp.m.
Irt:R.M5FiED apts. 1 or
2 BR Also efficiency
apts. Zimmerman
Apts., S. 18th 753-6600
JRNISHED extra
nice large 3 room apt'
near Hospital and University. Couple or
graduate student
preferred.. Heat and
water furnished. No
pets or children. Private. 763-8756
ONE and two BR apt
near downtown Murray
753-4109, 762-6850, 436.2488.
TAKING applications
for Section 8. Rent
Subsidised apt. 1, 2 or 3
BR. Apply Hilldale
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
Equal Housing
Opportunity.
rACAN'T apt. In
country. No dogs.
$ 100 /month.
6100/deposit. 753-5292
33. Rooms for

Rent

ROOMS

for college
women near campus.
Kitchen and utilities
furnished
4320/semester.
75368

34. Houses for Rent
BR house for rent near
downtown
753-1513
after 4p.m.
I BR house in city.
$250/month plus deposit. Call Winnie Love,
753-2342.
4 BR furnishe.„."7 house. 2
blocks tAriitVSU. $180
per o,tTii, 753-8250
after 4 .m.
EXECUTIVE quality
lakefront house on 5
plus acres for rent (or
sale). Two plus BR,
decks overlooking lake,
3 full baths. 2 car
garage with heated/
cooled shop, excellent
dock. Seclusion and
privacy. Twenty
minutes to Murray and
45 minutes to Paducah.
6460 security deposit.
References required.
Call (502) 456-2591 or
Dr. Doris Helge 1502)
762-2096.
1.01i /tent or For Sale 3
BR house located at
Panorama Shores. Lot
size 90x150. Owner
moving out of state. For
more information call
436-2742.
TWO BR brick, range.
refrigerator, air cond.,
large lot. 8 miles S.E. of
Murray. Married
couples only. Ref and
deposit. Call 492-8504,
37. Livestock-Supplies
I FEEDER
sale. 753-8430.

pigs for

FEMALE Show

Tonle Himalayan 7535366.
REGISTERED Hempshiers Boars, excellent
quality and bloodline.
For more information
contact Mike
Youngblood, 901-3642603.

Sat., August 18th
Rain or Shine
1:30 p.m.
at Mrs. Minnie Clark and late Mr. El;
Clark home at 1102 Olive St.
Selling: Antique tables, mantle clock, floor lamp.
4 oak dresser with bevel mirrors, oak washstand
with beveled mirror, two fancy iron beds, lots of
old nice quilts, two flat top trunks, 1 camel back
trunk, old sewing machine, rocking chairs,
cabinet with flour bin. some Granite, 6 antique
dolls, soothing irons, old toys, glassware. wicker
rocker, two oak beds, fancy two pc living room
suite with fano*, wood work. Lots of picture
frames, egg basket, radio, lots of old books, old
lamps, old typewriter. Also selling: Dinette suite.
refrigerator, electric cook stove, wringer type
washer, hand and garden tools. TV.,2 pc. living
room suite Lots more too numerous to mention
Not responsible for accidents.
'

AUCTIONEER'S NOTE: Folks, this Is another
good antique saJejetth only two Items added to
this sale. Everything will 9811 rear41111118 09 price.
NOTE TIME OF SALE.

Auctioneer:
Terry Shoemaker
753-0262 or 753-9324

Public Sales

40

Yard
Sale

41

0

Produce

PEACHES
436-5427

112 Bushel

Public Sales

43

Friday
Only
1317
Kirkwood

BIG
YARD SALE
Thurs. & Fri
8-4
121
North
to
Cherry
Corner.
Watch for signs.
Electric fireplace,
swivel
rocker,
desk, night stand,
lots more

YARD
SALE
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.
Children and adult
clothing, furniture,
household items.
2112
Gatesborough
Circle

GIGANTIC
4 FAMILY
YARD SALE
Sat., 8-7
Fri. & Sat.
832 Hurt St.
Stereo,
sports
supply, clothes
Something
for
everyone

5 PARTY
YARD SALE
Sat Aug 1884
No early sales
Located in Old Almo night
next door to Old Ahno
School house watch for
sign frorn Bucy's Markel
Will have ell sire children
& adults clothes, books.
toys. Hide-away sofa
chair art prints dishes.
motorcycle Hot dogs, drink
snacks Canceled in case
of rain

Produce

PURPLE Rill Peas and
White Field Corn 7536753 or 756-1975
Real Estate

MOVING
SALE

STROUT
REALTY

Sat 8
No sales before 8
a m
759-9212
302 North 8th
Piano, dishwasher,
like new French Pro
vincial bed and mat
tresses, dressers.
headboard, desk and
chair, refrigerator,
clothes all sizes,
newborn, nice boys
size 3 and 4, maternity size 18, Avon
decanners, curtains,
lots of misc
Items priced to sell

YARD
SALE
Aug. 17th
and 18th
Fri. & Sat.
at 705
Story Ave.
A
little
everything.

of

4 PARTY
YARD SALE
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.
2014 College
Farm Road
Toy box, rainlamp,
stove, baby items,
books, clothes and
much, much more.

DAILY GOLD &
Gold
Closed
Yesterday 355.50
Opened
Today
352.25
Down
3.25

Lou Ann Pilaw 763 6543
Wayne Wilson 753 6084
Joe L Kennon 436-687e
1912 C.althester Rood
Murray, Kentucky 42071
15021 753-0188
Anytkne
JOE L KENNON
Broker
Licensed & Bonded

FOUR BR, two bath
two story well built
home with walkout
basement on about a
two acre lot Only three
miles from town on Old
Salem Road
John
Neubauer Real Estate,
Valentine Road, New
Concord, 753-7531
44. Lots for Sale
17 ACRES only 3, mile
from lake south east of
New Concord. Good
wooded building sites A
real bargain for only
$6,000 John Neubauer
RE, 753-7531.
AURORA one to 10 acres
wooded Kentucky Lake
area, from 43,995, nothing
down, from $39 month, for
home, mobile home, free
information phone Mr.
Shell 1-800-521-4996,
45. Farms for Sale
23 ACRES, 4 miles S/W
of Hazel. Good building
sites. Electric and
telephone service
available, $8,500 or best
otter. 753-9773.
46. Homes for Sale
3 BR house, full basement with upstairs apt
and 2 BR garage apt
713 Elm, Call 1-395-4756.
ANK of Murray an
Fm14A repossed houses
Murray Calloway
County Realty, 304
North 12th St. 753-8146
or Ron Talent 753-9894.

SILVER PRICES
Silver
Closed
Yesterday
8 02
Opened
Today
801
Down
.01

Comploments of:
GOLD 8. SILVER CUSTOM
JEWELERS OLYMPIC PLAZA
753 7113
We buy Gold. Silver & Diamonds
Hours: 10-8 Doily. 12 5 Sundoy

CUSTOM FARM SPRAYING
HUGHES FARM SERVICE
Murra

K .

YARD
SALE
Aug. 17-18
783 North
In Penny
Boy's clothes, size
8, parquet flooring,
household items.
Free coupons.

For all your Farm spraying needs In row crop with
Spray Coupe or In tobacco with HI-Soy. Call Day
or Night.

753-4095

38. Pets-Supplies
DOG Obedience and
personal protection. Air
conditioned training
area AKC registered
Austrian Cattle Dogs.
puppies and adults.
438-2858.
PULL Blooded Beagle
puppies. 489-2873.
PEICINESE pup, $85.
Toy Poodle pup, $135.
Also kittens Siamese.
$35. Himalayan, $95.
South Fulton, 901-4792229.

Real Estate Auction

39. Poultry-Supplies
FOR Sale Turkeys,
$6.00 per head. 753-8216
after 5p.m.

ANTIQUE
AUCTION SALE

41

4 0 . Produce
FOR Sale Watermelons
Mrs Pete Valentine
642-4439,
41. Public Sales

YARD
SALE
East Y
Grocery
Hwy 94
& 280
Sat. 9-5
YARD SALE
Audubon
Dr.
Aug. 17-18
ASDay Friday
Sat. until Noon
Furniture, dishes
and
other
household items,
toys, clothing for
adults and children.
1705

August 18, 1984
10:00 A.M.
1 mile off 94 east on Ky. 280
Mr.& Mrs. Harold Mohundro has commissioned Dan Miller Auction Service and ShroatWaldrop Real Estate to sell House & Lot at Absolute Auction.
It is a 3 bedroom, living room, bath, eat in kitchen with a partial basement. The house has new carpet & paneling. There is a
large storage building suitable for hobby shop. The lot is 132x272
with space for large garden.
The above described house & lot will sell at absolute auction.
In addition to the above we will also sell at Auction 4 lOts described as follows: Lot No. 1: 1458272 Trailer hook up and water meter.
Lot No. 2: 100x272 Lot No. 3: 100x272 Lot NO.'4: 176)(272. All lots
have highway 280 frontage. Terms 20,
4 down day of sale, Balance
in 30 days in passing of deed.

Sale conducted by Dan Miller Auction Service,
Shroat-Waldrop Real Estate.
For more information call Pete Waldrop-Broker
759-1707 or Dan Miller Auctioneer 435-4144.

Real Estate Auction
3:00 P.M.
Saturday, August 18th
Take 94 West to 280. Follow 280 to Lakevvay
Shorts. Watch for Auction signs.
Two Seautlful lake view lots at.Lakeway Shores Lots No Si') & 66
Terms: 20% dorm selling price day of sale. Balance in 30 days
with passing of 'deed.

For more information call
Shroat Waldrop Real Estate. Pete WaldropBroker 759-1707. Dan Miller • Auctioneer
Watch next weeks paper for late Monroe Wilkerson Farm Auction
a.

a
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS6
TH

46

Homes for Sale

1408 SYCAMORE. 8 BR
brick-2% baths. Newly
decorated-Immedi•te
Ion HOPKINSVILLE FEDERAL
SAVINGS BANK, 7th
aad Main 753-7921.

MR Sale By Owner. 8
BR, 2 bath brick home.
4 miles South of town on
1.21. Large sunken living
room, den, kitchen, all
built in, ceiling fan,
brick fireplace with
blowers, central heat
and air, 2 car garage, 1
acre corner lot with
matching brick out
building Patio. A great
buy for the right family.
Call Now, 753-0806

46

Homes for Sale

46 Homes for Sale
Sala by owner. 3 LAKEViEW HOT! in
BR cedar and brick Pine Bluff Shores. 3 BR,
home. 154 bath, wood 2 barn, big living room
burning fireplace. 2 car with fireplace, front
carport, concrete drive, porch and sun deck,
marble top vanity, mini double car garage with
blinds, storage room. work snop. 153,000 502less than 1 year old
,436.2877 Of 314- 479-3845.
759-4561
NEW 3 bedroom cedar
brick home 2 full
NEW CONCORD-3 BR and
baths. den. 2 car gar
HOUSE-5 ACRES. Ex' age, concrete
driveway,
celient condition, all wall
paper and marble
appliances, garage,
top vanities Call 753
workshop, shed, fruit
3903 after 4 PM.
trees, berries Must
OUR room cottage
sell. 436.2181.
with vacant lot, corn
YOU sell on contract
pletely furnished, wall
nice starter or retire
to wall carpet, 10100 ft
ment. 7 BR home 7
screened porch. Blood
miles east 280. 2'2
River Boat Deck. Also
acres. 436-2802.
14 f1. boat, 20 5 p
motor, deep freeze
436-5481.

FOR

47

Motorcycles

52

19113 HONDA GoldWIng
with extras. 8,xxx
miles. M•yfield. Ky
347-9856.
TRISHA'S Surplus and
Salvage 25 motorcycles 1982-1984
Yamaha end Suzuki
Great Savings Smoke
damage. Never Titled
and priced to move
475-4808. Pembroke. Ky.
48

Auto Services

Boats-Motors

14 rr. aluminum V.
Hull, 38 h.p Johnson
electric start' and
trailer. $400 474-8678.
18 rr cobalt Runabout,
140 h p., i,o motor.
with trailer, walk-Uiru
windshield. Alf-FM
cassette tape player.
super nice Asking $5.
000 754-4107

53. Services Offered
APPLIANCE
•

53

SItf moos Offered

53

Services Offered
ROOFING and Repa,r
Work guaranteed 759
LAP, 1.11V1 ki I LAO N t
1260.
•••C I
TONI Wt.oritiV%
TEWING Machine Re
•
pair. Alt makes and
•
models Inciustriai,
SOLID W000 CR/VOYETS a•
home and commercial
RAIIIIE0 PANEL DOORS
38 yrs experience All
IIIrce, • OM. • Wain. • LiKKHT
OLNICASES • MANTLES • 11100KCARES •
work guaranteed Ken
KITCHEN CASSIA I TOPS • VANITIES
neth Barnhill, 753.2674,
• CUSTOM GUILT FURNITURE a fureetuom nassmatem02
Stella, Ky
COMPETITHOF MRCSS Stop Sy & Sop Ow Plapley
SEWING and •
•
Alterations Lynn Stitch • 1212 Main Murray, Ky.
753-3940.
Hitch (between Mc .••
••••
•
••
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
II
Donald's and 101n,
Pizza Hut on 12th Street
in old Ken Furniture

ROOFING, Free Es
rimates Call 753 5459 or
7531072
INSULATION blown in
by Sears TVA aro ,
proved Save on those
high heating and cool
ing bills call sears
753 2310 for free
estimate
JOE (Sonney) McKinney Appliance Service.
All makes and models.
(Authorized Service on
Montgomery Ward Ap
pliances) Located at
George Hodge arid Son
Used Furniture Store.
753-8505 or 492-8704.
JOINER'S Tree Service.
30 years experience. Also
bucket truck for hire. Call
753-0366.
LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING. Murray's
only professional Carpet Cleaning Company
With over 12 years
continuous local service
using the most powerful
cleaning system made
Hundreds of satisfied
repeat customers.
Licensed and Insured.
We move the furniture
free. Free estimates, 24
hour service 753.5827.

VICE
Kenmore.
Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 21 years
experience Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper,
Bob's Appliance Ser•
vice, 202 S. 5th St
753-4872. 753-8886
(home).
CK Building,
49
Used Cars
basements, garages,
4
BR
footing,
house,
1986
floors, drive2
CHEN
Y
Impala.
10:00 a.m. Sat. Aug. the 18th /
1
2 mi west
ways. Also brick work,
factory adr, p a., p.b
baths, carport,
of Lynn Grove, Ky. on Hwy. 94 Mrs. Carautomatic. 283 engine. Large or small )oba. 24
2100 sq. ft., 11
/
2
years experience. 753753-9648.
via Sanders is unable to keep house any
acres, orchard,
970 MG, good car, 5476.
longer.
MRCE
sales at Sears
price
Het.
815-362-9350.
outbuildings.
Must
Will sell her extra nice furniture and per- _
now. Call Sears 153-2310
1972 CI-M'VY Impala
sell $45,000. 5
sonal items, nice couch,2 platform rockers,
for
free
estimate for
dr, hard top, pa.. p.b..
minutes from Muryour needs.
2 velvet recliners less than 1 year old, air, $550. 753-8124.
ENERAL HOME
1972 KARMA Ghia, 1
ray near Almo
maple bed and chest, coffee and end tables,
owner, 83,xxx miles, REPAIR. 15 years ex'large dining table with 6 chairs, small
Heights
perience. Carpentry,
$2.150. 753-8124.
tables, lamps, pictures, linens, lots of glass,
753-1934 or
1074 LTD Brougham, concrete, plumbing,
china and cooking utensils, 2 big loads of an753-1861 after 7
good condition, $800. roofing, siding. NO JOB
TO SMALL. Free estique type furniture, poster bedroom suite,
492-8966.
p.m.
Irrigation•Rosidentiel
dish cabinet, trunks, cedar chests, dining
1975 CHEVROLET timates. Days 753-6973,
CAMPBELL WELL
Caprice Classic 4 dr., nights 474-7176.
chairs, chests, dressers, too much too
DRILLING
loaded, good condition,
itemize, 3 truck loads of collector type
47. Motorcycles
McKeruio, In
excellent interior,
Cell Collect
items, extra 0141 and fancy mantle clock,
1978 YAMAHA IT 175. $ 1 , 1 7 5 . 7 5 3 - 8 5 8 5
901 352.3671 or
nickel plated 32 cal. lvers Johnson all head
very good condition
evening,s.
901-352-5704
753-5905.
pistol tight as new. Lots of cast iron and
1978 4 DR Maverick. 30
Free Estimmes
1080 YAMAHA 850 engine, automatic
stone items, large box of old carnival glass,
Maxim
I,
transmission,
6
cylinder
power
3 or 4 big boxes of depression glass, truck
T-REE work, e x shaft drive, excellent and air, AM -FM 8load of nice clean flee market type items,
condition, 5,2ooc miles. track, good running GUTTERING by Sears. perienced reasonable
rates.
Free estimate.
electric honey extractor, large mechanics
31,500. 437-4240.
condition, needs paint. Sears continuous gut
Insured. Call 753-0211.
ters installed for your
tool chest filled with good tools, other tools,
1981 YAMAHA motor- Call 489-2332,
t
Bspecifications.
AStiGteN
Call
ir-We
cycle,
1978
BUICK
650
Special. 489Skyhawk,
18 or 20 nice rods and reels, other tackle, exmake wet basements
2390.
local car, good condi- Sears 753.2310 for free
tra nice large pickup camper topper for
dry.
estimate.
Work
completely
1982 KAWASAKI 440 Uon. 759-9890.
long wheel base truck, set of camper jacks,
LTD, 1000 miles, like 1978 PINTO Wagon, low MASONARY work done, guaranteed. Call or
nice rubber tired farm wagon with big grain
new, $1,100. 753-9282
mileage. p.a., p.b., brick, block and stucco. write Morgan Construction Co. Rt. 2, Box
bed. Lots more. This will be the bargain day
1982 YAMAHA 650 automatic, very clean, Modular home under409A, Paducah, Ky.
Maxim, shift drive, runs good. $1,495. Phone pinning. No job too big or
sale of the year. Don't miss it. For informa42001
or call 1-40.7026.
too small. Call 901-243excellent condition. Call 489-2792.
tion call
753-4449.
1978 PONTIAC Station 4104 ask for Danny.
No More
1982 YAMAHA 650 Wagon, full power, 8 ODD job specialist.,
Maxim. farring. back passenger, good condi- ceiling fans, electrical,
Painting
435-4128 Lynn Grove, Ky.
plumbing,
fencing.
You
rest, 2 helmets. 6,600 tion. Before 3p.m 753Free Estimates
6187 After 3p.m. 753- name it, I do it. You
miles. $1,700. 474-8578.
buy, I install. You
Vinyl Siding
3309.
1977 CHRYSLER break, I fix. Call 436Installation
Newport, 4 dr, with 2868.
Available
vinyl top, local car,
excellent condition,
Aluminum Service Co.
p.s.. p.b., air. 492-8425.
Aluminum and vinyl
1078 PLYMOUTI1
siding. Custom trim
Horizon, $1,900. 753-1540
Mayfield, Ky
work. Rohiroorow.
between 8a.m.-160.m.
502-247-6800
Call Will Ed Salley,
1978 PONTIAC Station
Call Collect
Wagon. 489-2790 after
753-0689.
For Greg
5p.m.
1679 BLACK on Mack
Trans Am, lots of
extras. 753-8244.
1979 CADILLAC 2 dr.
Coupe DElegance,
loaded with all extras.
$5,950. 1978 Chevy
Caprice, 2 tone
Burgandy, local car.
$4,560. Can be seen at
Boyd's Welding Shop.
753-0371.
1979 CORVETTE, dark
green, 31,xxx miles,
$9,500. 753-9963.
CommercialelndustrialiResidential
1980 CAMARO Z28,
black wtred stripes,
•New-Repairing-Rewiring
low mileage, excellent
•Maintenance
condition, brand new
tires, loaded with op•Troubleshooting
tions. Call 435-4238 after
•Control Circuits AC/DC
5p.m
•Fire-Burglar-Smoke Alarms Systems
lOW MAZDA RX7. 68.
•3 Phase Wiring
900. 753-2850.
•House type and standard doors •Windows
1980 OLDS Delta
•Motor & Equipment Wiring
and window parts •Anchnrs and accessories
Brougham, 4 dr., full
•Vinyl skirting iwith 10 yrs. warrontyl •Roof
power, cruise, air, tilt,
AM-FM stereo cassette,
Coating •Wood or Fiberglas steps •Ceiling
new 5.7 liter diesel
board •Plurribing •Aluminurn siding •Floor
engine, extra clean.
vents •Water heaters •Furnaces and central
498-8418 after 6p.m.
air conditioning
P.O. Box 648 Murray, Ky. 42071
1983 ISITZTI, air conSPECIAL OF THE WEEK
ditioning, five speed.
sports model. $5,800.
5 Gal. Roof Coating 526.95
Phone 522-6741 Cadiz.
located 2 miles south of Benton on Hwy. 641
GOLF' Carts. 489-2700
753.2922
after 5p.m.

r

POR Sale

Two high
back van seats. $50.
761-3704.
Reconditioned
Auto Batteries,
guaranteed! $15 exchange Call 753-3711

nOOD

AUCTION SALE

ALPINE.

Me Mae W1011114
Aluminum and Vinyl
siding and Aluminum
trim for all houses. It
stops painting.
Jack Glover
753-1873

picINNEEpr
CAP

571E.11E0
SUNSET BOULEVARD MUSIC
Dixieland Center Open Til 6

WE offer roofing, sid
ing, painting, plumbing,
patios, additions Free
estimates PA Molony
Co., 753-8628

WEand'seTJ
used air conditioners
Call 753-9104.
WILL haul white rock,
sand, lime, rip rap and
masonary sand, coal,
dirt, gravel, fill sand
Call Roger Hudson,
753 4545 or 753-6763.

BAILEY'S FARM
LUMBER
For all your
out building needs
759-1099
Corner of Industrial Rd.

ACCENT ON
QUALITY & CHARM
Must Sell, Low 60's Gatesborough Subd. Call
Kopperud Realty, 753-1222.

EVERYTHING WE fa
TOUCH TURNS TOW

uo

Otto Chester's Auction Service

If It's
Electrical Call

Myers Lumber
Co., Inc.

RESIDENCE/APARTMENT/
BUSINESS
Extremely versatile property that offers
5 room residence. 2 room & bath apt..
2 bedroom mobile home and 36,140
commercial building. 2.6 acre corner
lot on 94 East.

STUBBLEFIELD

ELECTRICAL
OMPANY

Mobile Home
Village

Spaces - Rentals
Bailey Road-off 121 N.
Near University
Phone 753-3895

No Job
Too Small

Electrical Installation And Service

PRICE JUST REDUCED
Attractive 3 bedroom brick home on
2 beautifully wooded and picturesque
lots only 2 miles from town. tow
560's. Phone 753-1222,

STARK'S MOBILE HOME
PARTS AND SUPPLIES

BEAUTIFUL COUNTRY SETTING
Home and 10 lovely acres located 5':
mites from town Several barns, 3.acre
pond, plus additional acreage
available $77.500.

759-4899

Public Land Auction

Saturday. August 25, 1984 10.00 A M
Rain or Shine
Paris. Tennessee
Sale will be held on the property located 4 miles west of Paris. Tennessee on
Old Shell Academy Road. Turn off the Paris and Dresden Highway No 54 Vi miles
west of city limits onto Shell Academy Road Go 3 miles and turn right on gravel
road to term; or turn off Highway 54 at the site of old trading post 14 5 miles
west of city limitsi and go 1,10 mile and turn left at intersection. Go 1.10 mile
and turn right to sale site Watch for Sale Arrows!!!
57 6+ Acres Selling in 5 Tracts
Choice Acreage for Recreational, Hunting. or Homesites-convenient to town.
Tract #1-6.3 + acres 359.2 feet of frontage. Front sown in permanent
pasture and partially fenced.
Tract #2-16.7 + acres 300 feet of frontage. Part sown in permanent
pasture and under fence. Partially wooded.
Tract #3-11.6 t acres 259 feet of frontage. Partially wooded.
Tract 114-11.47 jacres 258.0 feet with wooded tract in center and back
portion.
Tract 05-11.5 acres 260.9 feet open land with wooded area on middle and
back section.
GOOD HUNTING-DEER & SMALL GAME
Terms: 203,-; down day of sale, balance due within 30 days upon delivery
of deed. Additional terms available by prior approval by contacting sales
management.
All announcements made day of sale take precedence over any previi
advertisements.
Sales management reserves the right to group or regroup, or make ar
combinations of tracts.
For further information, contact:

Alexander Real Estate
Auction Sales
Marvin E. Alexander, Auctioneer
Lic. No. 67; Firm Lic. No. 107
Off. 239 University Street Martin, Tennessee 36237
Phone 587.4244
Marvin Alexander 587.0568
Terry Oliver 364.27'9
Wendell Alexander 364.2855
Prelessiorrolized Sr,,.re Has Coined Noire People to Sell Hie Wegener. Ill•v

foe,I

td,„...

LISTED THIS WEEK
3-4 bedroom home In quiet residential neighborhood - completely
redecorated
remodeled
and
throughout. Offered at $56,500
through Kopperud Nutty, 753-1222.

LOVABLE VW, excellent condition. 1871 Bug,
new tires, motor,
clutch, brakes and Interior. Excellent buy,
$1,800. 1-695-7793.
50

Used Trucks
1971 DODGE Van. 8
cylinder standard, $1,
000. Call 753-6744.
1972 EL CAMINO.
original with mags
Mohave Gold, extra
nice, well cared. 57.xxx
miles, local. $2,850.
753-8585.
1974 FORD Courier,
$1,375. Call 753-8487.
1978 FORD Courier, low
mileage, new tires,
$1,050. 753-4596
1976 TOYOTA Pickup. 4
speed. Call 753-1598.
1978 DODGE Van, fully
customized, p.a., p.b.,
air. cruise, AM -FM
tape. 1 owner, 48,sex
guaranteed true miles,
35,960. 753-0038 or 4988281.
1980 CHEVY Conversion Van, tilt, cruise, all
power, dual air and T.V.
489-2756
51

Campers

AMPER, stove, Ice
15
box and furniture etc
cellent condition. $800
firm Call 438-2462
52

Boats Motors

14 FOOT "Pufter salt
boat complete with sails
and trailer. Excellent
condition. Ofily 1750.
John Neubauer, 1711
Blvd. 758-7531.

AUCTION
Saturday, August 18, 10 a.m.
Rain or Shine
Bill & Becky Borton Home
From Benton take Symsonia Rd.(348) by
Jim Gardner Auto's 5.2 miles to Copeland
Rd. turn left 1.3 mi. to first stop sign turn
left, then /
1
2 mi. to Langston Rd., first rd.
to right. Watch for auction arrows.
Will sell: 78 Dodge Monaco w/b,s,a, 19 in
color TV, 29,000 Coldspot air cond., new
camping stove & lantern. nice Coleman
Popup camper w/heater & built-in ice chest
& new 8 ft. awning (sleeps 6). Quality 6 pc.
pine livingroom suite, studio couch.
typewriter, adding machine. sewing
machine, 220 heaters, living room chairs,
and new furniture: bunk bed sets, 7 pc. dining room set, game table & chairs, & 2
goats.
Antiques 02 dinner bell, oak chifferobe.
Sellars kitchen cabinet varnished), bed
from Irvin Cobb Hotel, pedestal sink &
footed bath tub, walnut desk, iron bed,
recliner morris chair, floor lamp, elec adv
clocks, ice tongs, also many goodie boxes
& rgany large items not listed.
Refreshments available, announcements
day of sale, not responsible for accidents
For information and your auction needs.
call

Bob W. (Frosty) Miller
Apctioneer
492-8594 "

A . SPECIAL HOME
FOR SPECIAL PEOPLE
Dazzling 4-5 bedroom contemporary on
a beautiful lot. Formal dining room,
large master bedroom suite, tastefully decorated in earth tones. $92,000.
Contact Kopperud Realty. 753-1222.

•

CLASSIC STYLE AND CHARM
A lot of house for the money with this
lovely 3 bedroom. remodeled home.
Economic central gas heat & central
electric air Priced in the 5410's.

753-1222
(24 Hour
Phone)

NIGHT OWL SALE!
Sat. August 18 from 9 a.m. to 10 p.m.

NEW CANTERBURY LISTING
First time on the market, custom-built
/
2 bath home with quali3 bedroom, 21
ty throughout. $79.500. Contact any
Home Team Member, 753-1222.

CHARMING OLDER HONE
TWO ACRES
4 bedroom, brick home with central gas
heat, full basement. & redecorated
throughout. Priced at $42,500. Phone
The Home Team. 753-1222,

SAY HELLO TO A GOOD BUY
New listing. Nice, neat two bedroom
brick home priced in the $20.5. A lo
of home for the money. Phon
753-1222.

2% MILES WEST OF KIRKSEY
3 bedroom, bock home and 127 acres.
Property has been surveyed and can be
sold as separate tracts Being sold to
settle estate. Phone 753-1222.

SPECTACULAR VIEW
OF KY LAKE
Three bedroom cottage located on a
beautiful wooded, 1 acre waterfront lot.
A greet buy at $43.900 Fresh on the
market. Contact Kopperud Realty

NEW LISTING ON BROAD STREET
Very nice home in good location near
groceries & shopping Beautiful lawn
with large shade trees. Priced in the
$40's. Phone Kopperud Realty
753-1222

711 Main
Murray,

JCPenney
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Central City seeks school merger despite friction
(

CENTRAL CITY. Ky
AP ) — The

Muhlenberg County
School Board has moved

a step closer to building
a new high school
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36 One, no matter

ACROSS

which
37 Demise

1 Mast
5 1111 with levet
8 Heavy hammer
12 Opening in skin
13 Regret
14 Son of Seth
15 In music, high
16 Stops
18 Hostelry
19 Symbol for
thallium
20 Partner
21 Hebrew letter
23 Compass point
24 Likeness
26 Animal
28 Pitchers
29 Spread tor
drying
30 Chinese pagoda
32 Repetition
33 Anger
34 Chickens
35 Mature

38 Decays
40 Microbe
41 Sun god
43 Latin
conjunction
44 Await
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45 Near
47 Collection of
facts
49 An Asian
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52 Multicolored
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',tansy
57 Strip of bather

4INT EE

DOWN
1 Quarrel
2 Tadpole
3 Skill
4 Again prefix
5 Talk idly
6 Regulation

7 Still
8 Symbol for
methyl
9 Southern
blackbird

despite earlier negotiations with the Central
City board about merging the two districts
County board Chairman Charles Gatton Sr
said the county board
acted because it was
unhappy that merger
talks had stalled "At
least this will get us off
dead center," he said
The county board
angered city board
members Monday when
it voted to seek a state
facilities survey on a
proposed north high
school without waiting
for an agreement from
the city board.
City school board
members say they will
continue to seek merger
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22 Babylonian
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25 Measuring
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29 Attempt
31 Hard-wood tree
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36 Room under
roof
37 Coarse cotton
drilling
39 Faeroe Islands
whirlwind
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41 Knocks
42 Ox of Celebes
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45 Seed coating
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51 Consumed
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54 Hebrew month
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Now s the iime lor super saongs on your ArtCarved 14K gold
high school class ring Artarved backs each ring with a Full
Lifetime Warranty This offer expires November 30 1984 and is
io be used only 10f the purchase of 14K
SAVE
gold ArtCarved high school class
rings
FREE custom features on10K and 14K
gold ArtCarved high school class
rings.

3 wash/rinse temperature
combinations. 3 cycles
for regular loads end
permanent press. 3 water
leVel selections.

$25
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Save $6000-$7000
on 1983 Audi 5000 Turbo Diesel & Gas Factory
Executive Sedans during the month of August.
Large selection to choose from. Fully loaded. Don't
buy a new car this month without test driving one
of these precision built German Engineered Audi's.
See Jeff Oakley, Chuck Harrison, Ed Carroll or
Tommy Carroll. The selection is good — The price
is right.

WITH THIS AD

CLASS AINOS

Cook's Jewelers
Central Shopping Center
Murray Ky. 42071 BRING THIS AD
046 J0000
502-753-1606

Carroll VW-Audi-Mazda
Murray

800 Chestnut

753-8850

WE CERTAINLY DO!

GENERAL ELECTRIC
HEAVY DUTY
AUTOMATIC WASHER

4

Hits

4111."

VE WE GOT QUALITY,
ION,SAVINGS?
11 1

with Muhlenberg County despite the friction
The county's preferred
site for the school, about
one mile north of
Cypress Creek on Kentucky 81, is unacceptable to the city board
The city board says it
is willing to build a
school halfway between
Central City and
Bremen, but has been
unable to secure the site
it wants

Hog market
report listed
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Touch Pad

BIG ENOUGH TO COOK
A WHOLE MEAL!

It

Sale

528888

Model TBF 1 7SC

General Electric 17.2 Cu. ft.

Sale

4

$27888
0101111111:
Model 0DC05808

GE HEAVY-DUTY
COMMERCIAL DRYER

$57888 616
vie

Model JBS03

UPSWEPT COOKTOP—
SMART STYLING

Sale $33888
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COLOR
MONITOR
AUTOMATIC
COLOR

JVM59
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$548"

VA]

8-HR. VHS
VIDEO CASSETTE RECORDER

Big Screen TV

•6--Hour Record,rPlayback a One-Event/14-Day
Programming•Electronic VHF /UHF Tuner
•4-Function Wired Remote Control a Special
Effects—scan Pause/Still, and Frame Advance

l•Vimaragum....
1

25" Diagonal I
:mu
COLOR
CONSOLE

II
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5
4545

GE BUILT-IN
DISHWASHER

Atone 656400W/1J

$318as

Model No. 25PC38021(

$49800

Sale

$45888

CONVENIENT
CREDIT CAN BE
04
,--ARRANGED!
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VIVI-COLOR —
COLOR
SYSTEM

VIVI-COLOR'" TV $29888

Sok
Model No. 17BC4602W

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
We Service What We Sell And We Have
The Parts In Stock To Give You Service
The Day You Call!.

Your General Electric Dealer In Murray
212 East Main Street
Howard Coy & John Simmons Owner
753-1586

